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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents a segmentation of the University of C a l m s  h h  dass based on 
benefits sought fnnn attendance and provides descriptions of each benefit segment that 
include the impact of institutional characterbtics. A motivational typology for university 

participation is presented and the marketing implications ofthis segmentation on 
recruiting pmspective studemts at a regional, westem Canadian university are also 

explored. 

A fourduster segmentation emerged Irom analysis, illustrating the predominance of 

fiscal motives in motivating fmsh from dae Baby-Bust and Echo-Boomer cohorts to 

attend university. This generates signiscant opporhmities to enhance the effectiveness 

and efficiency of recflLiting strategies and material, assuming this tact is congruent with 

institutional-image goals. Also discussed is the incongruence of this motive with collegial 
faculty values. 
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CHAPTER ONE-INTRODUCTION 
The desirability of Canadian higher education has changed significantly during the past 
30 years. The qyestioning of the '60s, the consumerism of the '70s and the recession of 

the '80s have impacted both demand and accessiity (Pain, 1986) while the intense 

competition of the '90s is redefining the student-institution relationship as transactional 

as much as mentorial. 

Students are the primary consumer group making purchase decisions afkting 

universities: whether to attend, where to attend, and what to study. Fundamentally 

influencing this process are the benefits sought. As Grove (1992) notes, students don't 

buy products or services, rather they buy expectations of benefit or solutions to 

problems. There are indications that discovering which benefits are sought makes it 

easier to inauence the number and type of applicants (Church and Gihgham, 1988). 

The University of Calgary is currently the dominant post-secondary destination for 

Calgary grade-twelve students. Increasing competition horn I d  and out-of-market 

institutions necessitates more efkctive marketing to maintain a high-level of demand for 

a U of C education A concurrent redudon in available funding requires that any new 

initiatives maximize effiaency. 

The .purpose of this study is twofold: (1) it broadly confirms the benefitaimension 

model Church and GilIingharn developed for Lawentian University students; and (2) it 

segments the first-year class at The University of Calgary based upon benefits sought 

lrom attendance. Powerful segment commonalties with implications tor recruiting are 

discussed. 

Definition of Terms 
Kotler (1976) states that increasing interest in marketing higher education reflects a shift 
kom a seIler's market to a buyer's market and that this shift belatedly mirrors the three 

epochs in consumer behaviof: the production era, the sales era and the marketing era 

(Beckman, Kurtz and Boone, 1988). One hundred years ago, the prevailing attitude was 

that a good product (physical quality) would sell itself and that attitude prevailed in 

higher education during the 195Os, '60s and '70s Subsequently, emphasis shifted to 

selling products-that is, overcoming consumer resistance to purchasing non-essential 

products-after the First World War and was mirrored in higher education during the 



post-1982 recession era. Marketing is the most recent approach to gain vogue, 

recognizing that there is an overabundance olcozlsuner options and, assuming no 

impediments, those that most closely match consumer desire wil l  succeed. 

The growth in post-secondary education in Canada in the 1970s, along with the 

contraction of the traditional student base and shifting social norms, brought with it a 

change in the relationship between students and institutions (Pain, 1986). Students 
suddenly became, in action if not in words, consumers of higher education, creating a 

tratl~(~ctronal relationship based on exchanging tuition for credentials, and making the 

previous paradigm (based on an in loco pmorris model) obsolete. However, unlike 

American schools faced with stiff competition, Canadian universities and colleges are 

only now accepting (or being forced to accept) this change because of the dedine in 

public funding- 

The key concept in the new relationship between institutions and s t u d e n b  marketing- 

is often misunderstood and mistakenly thought synonymous with advertising. Beckman 

and colleagues define marketing as "the process of planning and executing the 

conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas, goods and services to create 

exchanges that satisfy individual and organizations objectives'' (p.4). This approach 
contends that it is more e W v e  and efficient to @)design a product to meet consumer 

prekrences than attempt to alter these prekrences (see Decision-making below). 

In this context, effed=ss is how successful approaches are at getting consumers to 

execute appropriate purchase behavior. This is not simply a measure of how many 

consumers purchase a product but incorporates the idea that satisfaction is based on 

congruence between the expectations consumers have about a product and their actual 

experience with it: those who purchase the product should have expectations that can 

be met. This means that advertising should create an accurate picture of the product, 

thereby assisting potential buyers to determine whether the product will meet their 

needs. The research component of marketing means that these products VVjll be 

(re)designed to appeal to a speci£ic population. 

E p i e n c y  is an indication of how much effoa must be expended to get consumers to 

execute appropriate purchase behavior. While difficult to quantify, efficiency is 

premised upon the idea that appropriate information can punch hot-buttons in 



consumers, alerting them that a product is or is not desirable to them, and thereby 
minimizing the investment the producer has to make in advertising and selling. 
Theoretidy, a perfectly marketed product would m p i r e  only enough advertising to 

create awareness of its existence while the product would sell itself based on meeting 
identified needs and desired characteristics- 

U n k P t  segmentation recognizes that consumers are difkentially responsive to product 
and service characteristics, can be reached through different media, and can be appealed 
to through different promotions and content (Littenr 1979). Market segmentation divides 

a market into distinct and meaningful groups who merit separate products and /or 
marketing mixes (Engel, W d a w  and h e a r r  1987; Green and Td, 1978). 

Segmentation makes several assumptions about markets: (1) differrnces within a singIe 
market exist; (2) those diffwences can be identified; (3) those differences are reasonably 
stable over time; (4) homogenous groups within a market can be identified; and (5) 
marketing performance can be enhanced when market homogeneity is assumed. 

Comprehending purchase decisions is based on understanding that consumers purchase 
products either to solve problems or receive benefit. Segmenting markets based upon 
benefit dimensions assume that there are a number of identifiable and homogenous 

groupings of reasons that signiscandy impact studentsf decisions to attend university. 
Dimensions reflect the outcomes students are seeking kom university (Grove, 1992) and 

interact with (and are a product of) studentsr backgrounds. Examining why students are 

motivated to attend university diverges h m  much higher-education research on 
motivation which fixuses on quantify*lg motivation (i.e. how motivated are they?) 
(Stage and Williams, 1988). 

Statement of the Problem 
While confirming the benefit-dimension model Church and Gillingham developed for 

Lawentian University students and developing a benefit segmentation of the U of Cs 
kosh class, this study answers four questions: 

1. What typology based on benefits sought from participation emerges among 
first-year U of C students and is this congruent with Church and Gillingham' s 
analysis of benefit dimensions? 



2. What is the optimal clustering (segmenting) of the kosh dass based upon the 

benefit typology developed? 

3. How can each benefit segment best be described by biographical information, 
motives for participation and perceptions of institutional characteristics? 

4. Are there important benefit-segment differences/ commonalties that can be used 

to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the U of C's rerecruiting practices? 

Significance 
The primary outcome of this study is an accurate pichue of the benefits sought by 
Calgary high-schooL students who entered the U of C in 1996. Understanding what 

motivated students to attend provides the basis for improving the quality of 
interpention in the post-secondary decision-making process thus leading to more 

effective and efficient recruiting strategies. 

This study also provides a basis for future research on kwh classes. This could include 

sampling difkrent populations, longitudinal work with this cohort to monitor changing 

expectations, or with other entering classes to observe trends in the Calgary high-school 
market. 

Finally, it extends Church and Gillingham's and Stage and William's work (and to a 
lesser degree that of Boshier (1977) and Morstain and Smart (19'74)) on benefit 

segmentation in post-secondary students. Specifically, this study tests their approach in 

a fundamentally difkent market, refines their instruments and ties benefit segments to 

manipulable institutional characteristics with suggestions for recruiting strategies. 



c H M T E R T W 0 - L I T E R A T u R E ~  
Segmenting the University ofcalgary's bosh class quires understanding the literature 

of career development theory (the context in which students' make educational 

decisions), the po&-secondary decision-making process (the process during which 
segmentation  occur^)^ decision-making theory (to adequately conceptualize the 
process). and benefit-segmentation methodology as well the soda1 context from which 
the University ofcalgary's b h  come. Relevant artides based upon research are 
reviewed below- 

CAREER DEVELOPMENT 

Overview 

Career or Lifestyle planning provides the context in which the post-secondary decision- 

making process takes place; the process approaches of Super and Ginzberg seem more 

appropriate for understanding traditional-age students than trait-factor or edectic 
theories. Haney and Howland (1978 in Harren, 1979) define career development as 

... a process whereby individuals develop realistic goals for professional and 
personal lifestyle futures, thereby building strategies for movement towards these 
goals, through the investigation of appropriate and available options open to the 
individual based on personal need and direction orientation and the dynamics of 
surrounding soda1 and economics environments. 

Super (1957) and Ginzberg, Ginsburg, Axelad and Henna (1951) both see career 

development during adolescence as a predictable, cumulative process of exploration and 

specification leading towards an increasingly refined realization of one's selfconcept via 

vocational choice in a trade-off manner (is. desire is constrained by reality with 

individuals maximking their utility). 

Super's tifespan The0 y 
Super's revised theory (Osipow, 1968) descrii'bes selfconcept as beginning with an 
awareness of self that gradually expands into more complex and abstract self-concepts 

and systems of self-concepts. As one becomes aware of oneself as both a distinct 
individual and part of social groups with certain commondties, one's self-concept 

continues to evolve, reflecting the assimilation of experiences. This self-concept impacts 

the decisions one makes which in turn alters one's self-concept. 



Super outlines six stages of career development correlated with normal developmental 

tasks: 

1. Birth(agesOto4) 
2. Growth (ages 4 to 14) 
3. Exploration (ages I1 to 25) 
4. Establishment (ages 18 to 45) 
5. Maintenance (ages 40 to 65) 
6. Disengagement (ages 60t) 

Individuals may Rcyde through stages tluee through five regardless of age, reflecting 

that developmental stages are the interaction of the individual within the world of work 

( S h e  1992). Although this approach does not fully consider the constrictive effeas of 
socialization on the decision sets of women, it does fill the hctional need for a context 

in which students make decision, however narrow they may be. High-school students 

and frosh, in g e n d ,  are in the exploration stage attempting to understand occupations, 

sort through career alternatives and their own interests, abilities and aptitudes, decide 

on a career and start work Adolescents' relative lack of experience will negatively 

impact both the quality of execution and level of refinement in their Selc-concepts. 

Super, Crites, Hummel, Moser, Overstreet and Warnath (1957) outline three sub-stages 
within exploration: tentative, transition, and bid. Tentatme is primarily concerned with 
clarifying occupational choices by Learning about entry-level jobs and skill requirements. 
Transition is the choice of a first full-time job field or the training leading towards a job 

while Trial involves holding a first job in one's occupationat field. Support for Super's 

contention that predictable, steady increases in sophistication and attention to 

vocational-choice tasks occur through adolescent is strong (Osipow, 1968). 

Ginzbq et aL's Theory 
This degree of empirical support is not apparent for Ginzberg et al.'s (1951) theory 
although Super appears to draw on its stages and these stages make intuitive sense from 
a developmental perspective. Ginzberg notes three main stages: fantasy, tentative, and 

realistic. The tentative stage has four sub-stages: 

1. Development of interests-after about age 11 children tend to base occupational 

choices on their interests and their (albeit limited) experience with occupations. 

2. Dmelopment of capan'ties-between the ages of 13 and 14 adolescents begin to be 

capable of assessing their own abilities. 



3. Development of VaIues-ad01escents aged 15 and 16 start to incorporate their 
goals and values into their career decisions, although their ability to weigh 
interests, capacities and d u e s  may be initially limited. Also, abstract We 

planning issues start to enter consideration (marriage, income, etc.). 

4. Transition sfage-this stage occurs around age 17 and is the jumping off point for 
the post-secondary decision-making process. 

The realistic stage has three sub-stages: 

1. Exploration -entrance into post-secondary education is marked by a narrowing 
of goals but still retains signiscant f lexii ty as interests change and new options 

open up. Those who do not go on to college may experience this process during 
their initial years of employment. 

2. Crysfallitation-represents a commitment to a specific vocation or field of study. 
Change based on having new experiences and/or reevaluating old ones is still 

possible. 

3. Spen'fiation-this stage (that may never arrive tor some) represents career 
maturity and a commitment to a particular field or occupation. 

Both models note the transition stage is where the educational system brces students to 
engage in the Post-Secondary Decision-Making (PSDM) process (Osipow, 1968). Those 

choosing to participate in Posf-secondary education would likely move from Super's 

tansition to trial in the latter part of their educational program (see Post-Secondary 

Decision-Making Recess below). 

GiImour, Spiro and Dolich (1981) found that students set career goals (with varying 
degrees of clarity) early; these provided aiteria necessary in post-secondary choice (i.e. 

Will attending this institution further my career goal?). Lay and Maguire (1981) see 

career planning as a process occurring simultaneous with post-secondary decision- 

making, positing that in early childhood students develop images (of varying accuracy) 

of many post-secondary institutions and, as they begin to match their abilities, needs, 
and desires (i.e. their self-concepts) with their perception of post-secondary ofkrings, 
they create a small number of choices that form their initial choice set 



POST-SECONDARY DECISION-MAKING (PSDM) PROCESS 
Overview 
Research into post-secondary choice comes mainly from the fields of economics, 

psychology and sociology (Paulsen, 1990; Chapman, 1981). Economists view this 

behavior as similar to consumer decision making as students attempt to maximize the 
utility of their investment- The personal background factors so important to sadoiogid 

theories have important interactional effects with institutional athi'butes in decision 

making- 

Psychologists also focus on maximking utility in the fonn of person-environment fit 
students try to attain congruity between their characteristics and institutional dimate. 

Because campus dimate is in large part created by students, institutions where students 

are mobile or have a large number of alternatives tend to have homogenous student 

bodies as students d-select. In contrast, sociologists have tended to concentrate on 

status attainment based upon reference groups and students' backgrounds and their 

effect on aspirations and choice behavior. 

All three schools make important contriiutions to understanding the PSDM process 

(Gilmour et al., 1981). This study draws mainly on an economic model (see Decision 

Making below) based upon a sociological approach to motivation- The similarity of the 

psychological perspective to the economic is important because congruence plays a large 

part in retention and student satisfaction (Paulsen, 1990). 

Hossler and Gallagefs (1987) pc&secondary decision-making model expanded through 

retention stages has seven stages that represent the ever-narrowing enrollment- 
management funnel (see also Chapman, 1986; Gilmow et al, 1981; Kotler, 1976). 

1. Redisposition 
2. Search 
3. Application (choice) 
4. Admission and Registration (choice) 
5. Attendance (choice) 
6 .  Convocation 

Chapman (1986) notes that students will pass through these stages either explicitly or 

implicitly, recognizing that the PSDM prucess tends to be poorly informed and executed 

by traditional-age students. This model claims neither universality nor the negation of 



individual agency but it is a useful and general conception of the process that most 

students go through The model may be relevant to students outside of the traditional 

age range (17-23); however, it does not reflect the unique pressuff and influences 
affecting adult students (Chapman, 1981; Bradley and Cleveland-Innes, 1991). 

Ptedisposition 
The majority of Calgary high-school students are forced by systemic presnue to enter 

the PSDM process during the fall semester of their gade-twelve year (Holden, 1992; 

Gilmour et al., 1981). For some, this process (see Figure 2.1) will end immediately as 

they choose not to continue their education (although some may return to this decision 

later on) while others will continue with the process through to convocation. 

During the predisposition stage, students recognize the opportunity and possible 
desirability of continuing their education and decide whether or to enter the PSDM 
process (Chapman, 1986). Choosing to enter the F5DM process boils down to an 

assessment of the costs and benefits of attendance including how it fits into students' 
career plans (Strayer, 1988). 

Studentsr predisposition to entering the PSDM process is a complex interaction of 

multiple factors that Jackson (1978) represents as: 

Predisposition = f ( R, 8, S1, SZ, F, 0, A, P2,L D 

where 

PI = Place-represents the students' hometown and includes factors like 

location, socioeconomic distriiution, labour market, and post-secondary 

offerings. It provides the broad, common sodo-situational context in 

which the students exist and is a control variable if students are from a 

common locale- 

B - - Background-represents the more speci6c details of individual students' 
upbringing, including gender, parental educationr source of income, 

religion, family background and dwelling area These characteristics are 
unique to each student. 



F i y e  2.1 Post-Secondary Decision-Making Process for Traditional-Aged Students 

SUPER'S LIFESPAN 

TENTATIVE 

,-111--- 

TRANSITION 

- - - -  

TRIAL 

POST-SECONDARY 
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o p t  Out of Process 
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Adapted from: Chapman, 1986; Engel et al, 1995; Hossler & Gallager, 1987; Mahatoo, 1985; Rachlin, 1988. 
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Sz - - Schooi__represmts school make-up and indudes hctors like social 
composition, curridum, emphasis on academic achievement, credentials 
of staff and related attributes. These factors can be common for all 

students in a school but may affea each difkently. 
S2 = Student-qresents how well a student does academically and indudes 

factors like natural intelligence, academic stream, course selection, and 

grades. 

F - - Fhds-represents the immediate soda1 context for students' decisions 

and what sociologists call peer-group iduence. 

0 = Occupation-represents the student's long-term occupational goals. 

A - - Aspirations-represents the student's long-term educational goals. 

P2 = Pfuns-represents the student's immediate plans. 

I - - Insfifution-represents the characteristics of the postsecondary 

institution(s) available to the student. 

J 4 - lob+represents the nonSChoo1 options available to the student. 

This formulation is supported by Paulsen's (1990) survey of 16 major studies on the 
formation of college aspirations horn 1966 to 1989. 

Search 

Those students choosing to participate (or at least explore the idea of participating) in 
post-secondary education move into the search stage. Paulsen notes that the search and 

application stages can be d e s u i i  in temw of alternatives (institutions), factors 

(institutional characteristics) and generators (inbrmation sources) and may also entail 

learning about and identifying the right attnites to cowida. 

Jackson identifies three types of students emerging from the predisposition stage: (1) 

whi&es--those who never seriously considered not continuing their education; (2) 

whethers-those who will apply to institutions but who may not attend; and (3) nots- 

those who wili not continue their education. 

Students start the search phase with an initial list of postsecondary institutions whose 

names are familiar and represent internally-generated options (Braxton, 1990; Gilmour 
et al., 1981). Establishing parameters (internally-generated criteria such as cost, location, 



program availability, etc.) usually eliminates a number of options. Subsequentty, 
infixmation about additional institutions (externally-generated options) may be sought 

or imposed upon the student. Strayer notes that this process also expands and refines 

the post-secondary norms students are aware of (externally-generated aiteria). The 

expanded post-secondary and criteria lists are proassed and normally result in several 

institutions being considered acceptabie. The key to understanding the search stage is 

adcnowIedging that prospective students are attempting to realize some outcome h m  

attending university (Grove, 1992; Church and Gillingham, 1988; Pain, 1986). 

Students' predispositional factors continue to influence them aflecting their awareness 
and evaluation of their postsecondary options (Paulsen, 1990). Jackson suggests that 

students develop utility fimctions reflecting their tastes and assess each institution and 

its characteristics with the goal of maximking their utility. Chapman (1986) argues that 

high-stakes, high-involvement nature of the PSDM process indicates an "active and 

extensive" acquisition of relevant idonnation about multiple options. 

In the past, this has seemed unlikely in the Calgary marketplace: kw students have the 

resources to attend institutions out-of-town, particularly when there is a local, full- 

service university. FUftfier, few traditional-age students demonstrate the ability to carry 

out a thorough search. Rather, they move to deviate the dissonance that systemic 

pressure has foisted upon them as cpickiy as possible, probably choosing horn among 
the institutions with high levels of name-recognition (Litten, 1979). 

The changing post-secondary market is starting to alter this situation. Many students 

(particularly the wealthy and/or academic elite) do have options to attend out-of- 

market schools. And those who do not have the personal resources may be inclined to 

borrow to gain access to schools felt to be superior to local options. Aggressive recruiting 

by outof-market schools has expanded the initial choice sets of many students and 

there are increasing scholarship/ bursary opportunities. Additionally, the loss of degree- 

granting monopoly, the inmasing cost of attendance, and a general devaluing of 
UniveRity education in Aiberta means that attending the University of Calgary is no 

longer a near-automatic decision fix Calgary high-school students. This is exacerbated 

by the dualistic desire to make the right choice and may push students toward more 

complicated choice behavior. 



The termination of the Search stage usually reflects that the cost of further search 

activity (eg. time, money, effbrt) does not appear to enhance decision ability. This may 
occur at the end of an exhaustive s e d  or when constraints (real or imagined) limit the 
number of options considered realistic and force students into the application stage. 

Application (Choice) 

The Application stage involves students picking the school(s) to which they are going to 

apply. Gilmour et al. (1981) note that most pmpctive students have between three 

and six schools in mind. The regional nature of the Calgary market argues for the number 
being dwe or kwer although students who have options (resulting from personal wealth 

or sch01arship o b )  may have a larger application seti The choice component rims 

concurrently with Application, Admission and Registration, and Attendance because 

students can opt for another institution or to stop-out/drop-out at any point up to 

Convocation. 

Choice is conceptually problematic in market research: most literature recognizes that 

consumptive behavior involves more than a single individual's choice but this is dif£icult 

to incorporate into a study (Wind, 1978). The variety of relevant respondents, the 

difficulty in developing dependent multi-person variables which reflect possible 
incongruence of buying attitudes and goals, and accounting Cor multiperson independent 

variables all increase the degree of complexity. Pain (1986) notes 77 per cent of her 
sample report that post-secondary choice was made by the student; the other 33 per 
cent made joint decisions (in her population, most likely student-parent). However, this 
apparent degree of autonomy may be misleading in that the internally- and externally- 

generated criteria used during the S e d  stage may be subtly yet significantly infiuenced 
by others. Holden's study of parent-child career planning in a Calgary high school 

indicates a collaborative approach which supports the idea of joint decision making. 

Murphy (1981) notes a division of authority (81.8% : 17% studentonly to joint 
decisions) similar to Pain's although Murphy highlights the diffenmces between evoked 

and decision sets, recognizing that iduencers may prescrii the application set by 
outlining constraints (eg. price range). 
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Admission and Registration (Choice) 
At the Admission and Registration stage, students must choose between the institutions 

which have accepted thea The choices may not be so clear-cut as students hear from 
diMerent institutions at different times, possiily forcing students to sad ice  breadth of 
choice for security (choosing an early responder over a more desirable institution). This 
may also make the choice process cyclical, re-entered evey time a student hears h m  an 
institution, 

Padsen found that choice criteria remains constant through all stages of the PSDM 
process but that weightings changed, shifting the focus h m  program availawty 
towards location and finally cost. This is logical: program availability would be used to 
determine initial acceptability while more pualitative criteria (location) are used to rank 

the acceptable alternatives which are then tested against resome availability. 
htaestin@y, no further information was sought from institutions as attribute importance 

weightings changed. 

DECISION MAKING 
Ovemiew 

Although students respond daily to vast amounts of stimulus, the bdk of these 

responses are habituated reactions to recurring problems. Complex decisions-called 
high-invohement decisions by Mahatoo (1985) and characterized as extended over a 

signiscant period of time, often unique or with Iimited precedent, and involving 
important outcomes with numerous attributes leading to costs and benefits of 

difkrential desirability-are significantly different with more time and energy invested 

in evaluating more alternatives. 

In short, decision making 

. ..assumes the presence of a decision-maker, a decision-situation (social 
expectation) and relevant information b m  within and outside the person. 

Two or more alternative actions are considered and several outcomes or 
consequences are anticipated from each action. Each outcome has two 
characteristics: (1) probability or IikeLihood of occurrence in the futw, and 
(2) value or relative importance to the decision maker. 



The hbrrnation is arranged according to a strategy so that the decision-maker 
can readily recognize an advantageous course of action and make a commitment 
to this adion (Jepson and Dilley, 1974 in Harren, 1979). 

Pitz and Harren (1980) describe four main elements in decision-making objectives, 

choices, outcomes, and attnites. There must be at least two choices (actions one can 

take) available that lead to different outcomes (uncertain events that may or may not 

occur as a result of a choice) fix a decision-making situation to arise. Objectives are the 

desired result of the process and are often contradictory or conflicting. How well 

objectives are met is determined by examinhg the attributes (mdividual ficets) of each 
possible outcome. The complexi~ and ambiguity of this process argues for a trade-off 

approach to decision-making where decision makm attempt to maximize expected 

utility. Maximhing utility presupposes predictable outcomes and uncertainty is handled 
by assigning probabilities (measures of belief of occurrence) to various outcomes. 

Dewefs (1910) five-stage problem-solving schema roughly approximates the stages in 

decision-making: 

1. Recognition of probIem-so~ving opportunity 

2. Search for and evaluation of alternatives 

3. Selection of most suitable option 

4. hnplementation 
5. Post-implementation evaluation 

Individuals recognize a problem-solving opportunity and may choose to engage in the 

process. This may be motivated by the recognized importance of a complex decision or 

by systemic pressure- Continuing the process will be increasingly influenced by the 
degree of investment in the process and by the importance assodated with the outcome 

@eckman et al., 1988). 

Searching for and evaluating the available alternatives has several components. The 
options available and the criteria by which to judge them are generated both internally 

and externally. Intemally-generated options are those alternatives known as a result of 

prior experiences. S i a r l y ,  internally-generated criteria are those evaluative norms 

(standard of performance in a given function or test) that result from prior experience. 
Extemally-generated options are those that become known through interaction with an 



outside source of infomation (book, conve~t ion~  etc.) and externally-generated criteria 

are those evaluative nonns that become known through interaction with an outside 
source of information (Mahatw, 1985). 

This prm- results in a series of choices with difhentially desirable outcomes with 

options categorized as acceptable and unacceptable. There is no imperative demanding 

there be options in both categoria. Howwer, if there are no options in the acceptab1e 

category, the search must be expanded, criteria altered or the process abandoned. 

Decision-maker's perceptions are an edited version of the information gathered about 

the altematives and the environmentI reflecting conscious and uncodous biases 

(Raddh, 1988; Mahatoo, 1985). This is congruent with Pitz and Hanen's assertion that 
information processing is selective and depends upon the interpretation of the task to be 

performed. Selectivity is tied to the personal domain? thus infomation must be relevant 

to be retained with more weight being given to events certain to happen than those 

uncertain. Current knowledge provides the context in which information is understood 

and interpreted thus the absence of a relationship between new and previous knowledge 

makes M a t i o n  of new infomation difficult The situational context of decision 

making in part creates the cWfixmtia.1 respoRSiveness that market segmentation (see 

below) is premised upon (Church and Gillingham, 1985). 

Harren suggests that the decision process is characterized by a pattern of alternating 

exploration and crystalli7ation with recycling common prior to commitment. Rivate 

conviction results in trying on the decision for feedback and then (assuming successful 

resolution) movement toward irreversiity. 

There are two main decision-making strategies and the method used reflects the 

complexity of the alternatives. The decision-maker either completely examines each 

alternative in turn and then compares them or the decision-maker examines single 

dimensions (attrihtes) across a l l  of the alternatives and then combines the evaluations 

to maximize the resultant utility (Rachlin, 1988). These approaches assume that 

maximking utility is of highest import Chapman (1986) argues that the inclusion of an 
option in a choice set means that it is at least minimally acceptable thus the next logical 

step for the decision maker would be to maximize the resultant utility. Super's model 

argues for a trade-off approach to career planning and its sub-processes: desire for self- 



concept expression is necessarily constrained by reality and students attempt to choose 
the best path fiom the available, acceptable options. 

Engel, Blackwell and Miniard's model of consumer decision-making (Ekdman et al., 
1988) is a comprehensive represmtation of the consumer decision-making process from 
four perspectives: (1) informational inputs; (2) information processing; (3) decision 
processing stages; and (4) variables influencing the decision process. This model formed 
the basis of the post-secondary decision-making model. 

Ideal-Point, Multi-Attribute Prefefence Models 
Complex decisions made in the trade-off manner can be represented by an ideal-point, 

multi-attn'bute preference model (Engel et al, 1995). Each option has multiple attn'butes 
leading to costs and benefits of difkentid desirability to an individual. Overall affkct 

(i.e. propensity to pick one option over another) reflects the net resolution of an 
individual's cognitions (beliefs) as to the degree to which given options possess certain 

attriiutes weighed by the degree or importance of each athibute to the individual. This 
can be expressed as: 

n 
Pb = Z Wi I I i -Ai  l 

n=l 
where 

Pb = degree of preference fix an option 

Wi = the importance of attribute i 

Ii - - the ideal pertormame of attribute i 

Ai = belief about the option's actual performance on attribute i 

n - - number of salient attributes 

Preference is ". ..a person's enduring favorable or unfavorable evaluations, emotional 
feelings, or pro or con action tendencies toward some object or idea" (Beckman et aL, 
1988) . P r e h c e s  are formed over time through individual experiences and group 
contacts and are highly resistant to change, reflecting individual's self-concept and 
reference-group norms (Trout and Rivkin, 1996). There are cognitive and affective 

components to prekrence: a person's knowledge and beliefs about an object reside 
within the cognitive component while a person's fkelings about an object represent the 
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affect component. Combining these, results in action or behaviour tendencies towards an 

object (Engel et al, 1995). 

The ideal-point, multi-attribute pfeference model off& advantages over nopideal point 
models because it provides a complete picture of consumer motivations thus making 

interpretation easier (Pope, 1993). Attnihtes can be important for varying reasons: 
consumers may rate an attriiute important because they want the product to have it or 

because they want the product not to have i t  This confusion can be avoided by 
measures that require evaluation of ideal levels of attributes (Cohen, Fishbein and 
Ahtola, 1972). 

Post-secondary education meets Wilkie and Pessemiefs (1973) definition of a multi- 
attniute object as being a bundle of attributes leading to costs and benefits of 

differential desirability to individuals. It also meets Hughes' (1971) measure of 
appropriateness: the product must be of significant importance to the consumer, 

representing signiscant hanaal, social or psychological risk (Mahatoo, 1985), and the 
decision-making period must be extended. 

Cook and Zallocco's (1983) use of a linear-compensatory, multi-attri'bute model to 

predict university choice highlights the applicability (and reliability) of these models in 

marketing higher education. Their work is based upon the summative models originally 

proposed by Rosenberg (1956) and Fishbein (1967). 

MARKET SEGMENTATION 
Overview 

Market segmentation recognizes that consumers are differentially responsive to 

particular product and service characteristics, can be reached through different media, 

and can be appealed to through difkent promotional programs and content (Litten, 
1979). Market activities based upon differentiated models that target the needs of 

groups of similar individuals will be more efkctive than general approaches. Howwer, 
asceaaining commonalties is equally important as standardized recruiting efforts are 

cheaper than difkentiated ones (Litten, 1982). 

Market segmentation divides a market into distinct and meaningful groups of buyers 
who merit separate products and/or marketing mixes (Engel et al., 1987; Green and 



Td, 1978). While finding a single marketing solution has greater social sanction, 
segmentation provides a good compromise: some of the uniqueness of each person's 
progression through the PSDM processes is retained but balanced by the usefulness of a 

manageabfe number ofrelatidy homogenous consumers p u p s  ( C h d  and Gillingham, 
1985). Wind (1978) descrii duster-based segmentation (via fictor analysis) as finding 

a basis for iden-g segments and then detennining appropriate ways of targeting that 

segment with products or p m o t i d  strategies. 

Segmentation makes several assumptions about markets (Green and Td, 1978): (1) 

differences within a single market exist; (2) those diffkmces can be identified; (3) those 
differences are reasonably stable over time; (4) homogenous p u p s  within a market can 

be identified; and (5) marketing performance can be enhanced beyond its levels when 
market homogeneity is assumed. 

These assumptions are incongruent with the culture of public institutions: for-profit 
firms can choose to concentrate on specific target segments whereas public institutions 
are mandated to serve everyone (on a limited budget) thus they try to develop single 
policies aimed at all customers. Segmentation also violates the insideout perspective of 

the academic culture where examining the needs of a customer (or even calling a student 

a customer)-an outsidein approach~allenges the Aristotelian tradition of a k i d  
education (Grove, 1992; Elias and Merriarn, 1984). 

Benefit Segmentation 
Benefit segmentation (i.e, detennining what motivates students to partiapate in the 
university) can yield significant marketing advantages: i d e n m g  p u p s  with common 
and discrete benefit expectations provide the basis br better informed interventions in 
the PSDM process (Chen, Barlar and Sjolander, 1989; Braxton, 1990; Maquire and Lay, 

1981; Litten, 1979). Segmentation can be based on many characteristics (eg. sex, 

ethnicity, location, lifestyle, etc) but benefit segmentation recognizes (1) the logistical 
difficulties of The University of Calgary attempting to run numerous demographic-based 
marketing plans inside the small market Calgary high-schoois present and (2) that 
attending university entails signiscant opportunity costs and attendance must therefore 

be primarily motivated by the pursuit of some benefit and require only an appropriately 
packaged product to precipitate the buy (Grove, 1992). 



Given Gilmour and colleagues' (1981; Tierney? 1983) finding that the PSDM process is 

neither wen executed nor well hfbnned, benefit segmentation allows a university to 

better address the needs and interests of important segments thus favorably positioning 

itself compared to the less relevant information in odw institutions' messages. Further, 
retention is based in part on the congruence of students' expectations and experience: 

ident-g students' expectations means their experience and/or expectations can be 

modified to enhance conpence thus retention. 

The two main strategic choices related to segmentation are: (1) marketing tool 
variablswhat is an appropriate marketing mix; and (2) methods of targeting 

marketing efforts-how can t d s  be directed to one segment as opposed to another 
(Frank, Massy and Wid, 1972). The ultimate goal of benefit segmentation is to achieve 

congruence between product structure (attribute levels) and functionalsyrnbolic appeals 

(uses of the product) in each identi6able group of co~sumers with minimal cost (Green 
and Tull, 1978). 

An appropriate strategy for a public institution is developing motivational profiIiles for 
several large segments and attempting to target a small number of commonalties to 

evoke a specific, broadly acceptable message. The information available about each 

segment on also be used to enhance the effectiveness of specific recruiting efforts (i-e., 

What really does appeal to students with averages between 65 and 70 per cent?). 

Benefit Dimensions 

Benefit dimensions assume that there are a number of identifiable and homogenous 

reasons that significantly impact students' decisions to attend university. These 
dimensions interact with (and are a p d u c t  of) students' backgrounds to create the 
&rentid responsiveness that Litten (1979) says creates the need tot specific 

marketing activities. Dimensions will reflect the outcomes students are seeking from 
university (Grove, 1992). Examining what motivates students to attend university 

diverges fbm much higher-education research on motivation which focuses on 
q u a n m g  motivation (i.e., How motivated are they?) (Stage and Williams, 1988). 

Questions of motives for participation in adult-education literature came to a head in 

Houlefs 1961 typology where he identified three main orientations: (1) goal-oriented 
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learners; (2) activity-oriented learners; and (3) Iearning-cienteci learners. Johnstone and 

Riviere's 1965 investigation broadly supported Houle's typology (Merriam and 
Cdkella, 1991). This was followed at kst in New Zedand (N=233) and later in 

Canada (N=242) and the United States (N=611) by Boshier's (1977, Morstain and 

Smart, 1974) attempt to refine and support this typology with the Education 

Participation Scale (EPS). 

The standard Eactoc solution to the 40question instnunat idenaes six motivational 

dimensions (Merriam and Calfarella, 1991): 

1. S&I relationships-this hctor reflects partiapation in order to make new friends 
and expand the respondent's social cirde. 

2. Exterttllt expectafioa+these participants are complying with the wishes or 

directives of someone with authority and tends to correlate with the 

professional-advancement dimension. 

3. Social dlfhe-this kctor reflects an altruistic orientation: learners are involved 

because they want to save others or their community. 
4. Professional admncement--this factor is strongly associated with partiapation for 

job enhancement or professional advancement 
5. Escape/stimulntim-this factor is indicative of learners who are involved as a way 

of alleviating boredom or escaping home or work routines. 
6 .  Cognitive infer&-these participants are engaged in learning for the sake of 

learning. 

These dimensions also broadly support Hode's hypothesis, although they suggest that 

motivation is more mmplicated than initially believed. The difference between Houle's 
typology and the resuIts of the EPS illustrate the diffimmce between benefit 

segmentation and dimensions: segments describe groupings (types) of people while 
dimensions desui'be groupings of reasons. 

The EPS can be explained in the context of Maslow's hierarchy of needs and Boshier 
identifies two main groups of participants: those with a deficiency motivation (seeking 

to meet physiological, safety, love and belongingness, and/or esteem needs) and those 

with a growth orientation (seeking self-actualization). 



Stage and Williams studied the applicability of the EPS on b h  students (N=415) at an 

unidentified American university during the hiRt two weeks of classes. The results 

strongly correlated with khier's  and Motstain and Smart's results with only a few 

items ( w d y  correlated in the original study) refusing to load into the expected factors. 
Of note was the fonnation of a seventh factor they titled change and indicated that 

students sought an experience "contrasting with the rest of their I&." 

Other reports of market research in post-secondary education (Chen et al., 1989, 

Padsen, 1990) report segmentation based upon demographic or geographic 
characteristics and/or the use of other technicpes (multi-dimensional scaling) to assist 

institutions in understanding their prospective-student populations. Church and 
Gillingham (1988) report the only Canadian study available in the past 10 years and 
categorize these benefits into five dimensions which they posit underlie students' 
reasow h r  attending Laurentian University. 

Personal skills klopmenf-activities related to developing skills and 
cmpetenaes together with developing greater personal insight 
Personal adaamement-including the desire for an improved standard of living 

the desire for career opportunities or simply wanting a degree. 
Relieving d pressures-consisting of heterogeneous indicators related to various 

forms of soda1 pressure to attend university. 

Leaming and dkoming+nciuding the desire fix greater personal insight, learning 
about new things and wanting to meet new and interesting people. It may also 
indicate that students are seeking to delay career decision-making until they have 
had time to discover more about their interests, 
In telIectuai deoelopmen t-representing students' desire to discover their favorite 

subject, increase knowledge and understanding, and whether they enjoy learning 

about new things. 

Church and Gillingham's study consisted of two sets of questions: (1) 19 Likert 
statements measured students' perceived benefits of attending university and were used 

to determine benefit dimensions and for benefit segmentation, and (2) 19 Likert 
statements explored the importance students placed upon institutional characteristics 
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during the choice stage and were used to hvther describe the benefit segments. Other 

questions collected information on demographicsC 

Church and Gillingham's work is echoed in a University of C a l m  Office of 
Institutional Analysis (1995) report summarizing the reasons h h  enrolled (see Table 
2.1). The reasons of mature students ated in the same report were very similar to those 

of frosh, but also included "broadening one's knowledge" and "enjoying taking courses". 

- - -  - -  

Table 2.1 
Primary Goals of University of Calgary Frosh at Entry and After One Semester 

-- - -- 

Goal Entry (%) After One Semester (%) 

To prepare for a career 35.5 25.6 
To earn a degree 31 -1 31.4 
To sort out what I really want to do in life 14.7 24.9 
To develop intellectually 10.9 10 -9 

- - - - - - - - 

Note: Percentages do not add up to 100 due to truncated responses in original report. 

Dixon and Martin (1991) describe an American approach to motivation in the PSDM 

process, but incorporate the social and recreational motives that students may have for 

attending university missing horn Church and Gillingham's study. 

6 .  Pursuing r e c r a a f i o ~ l / ~ L  actmities-revolving around univdties ofking 
recreational/sodal activities that may influence students' decision to attend. 

This may overlap with 4 (above) given that much of the attraction of recreational 

activities is based on meeting new people-although this may have a decidedly 
non-intellectual focus. 

They also note that a family tradition of attendance can influence the PSDM process; 
this is largely irrelevant, reflecting neither western Canadian norms nor the role of 
regional university, although tradition may affkd Me choices of students whose parents 
were schooled in central or eastern Canada. 

The benefits sought by subjects in Marantz Connor, Miawer, Parsons Rabbiner and 
Sanders (1988) broadly support these six dimensions and noted minimal sex 



differences. These six dimensions are also supported by discussions with liaison staff 

from several institutions in AIbertk Both Dixon and Martin and Mafantz Connor et al. 
note the moderate importance of leaving home; the parameters of this study (Calgary- 

based students attending a local institution) eliminate this as a major dimension. 

Institutional Characteristics 
Numerous bi-polar perceptual characteristics of institutions are identified by the 

literature as important to high-school students' bdgments of institutions (Litten, 1982), 

however, there is little agreement (beyond basic factors like location, size, price, and 

program availabitity) about what specifically they are (Padsen, 1990). The Canadian 

literature is largely bereft of discussion reflecting the now dehmct sellers' market. 

Padsen's examination of 10 studies on college attriiutes h m  1979 to 1987 suggest that 

location, quality, social lik, cost, financial aid, program availability, size, athletics, job 

opportunities and religion are important in that order. 

The primary purpose of measuring students' perceptions about institutional attniites is 

to enhance the description of various benefit segments. Subsequently, these measures can 

also provide some direction for possible manipulation (either by changing the 
characteristics or communicating to pmspedive students about them dif€&ently) of 
these characteristics to enhance the congruence between students' expectations and 

perceptions of The University of Calgary. Selection of institutional characteristics to 

examine should then be guided by three main criteria. The institutional attribute must: 

1. enhance benefit-segment description; 

2. be a perceptual characteristic; and 
3. be manipulable (either in reality or in communication). 

Given these criteria, a profitable approach would be to measure a variety of institutional 

characteristics and develop a picture of how students conceptualize The University of 
Calgary and compare this to an ideal university rated on a similar scale. Appropriate 

characteristics suggested by the literature, and focus p u p s  with Calgary students and 
discussions with Alberta high-schwl liaison personnel indude: political leanings, 

appearance, friendliness, international activities, student involvement, size, modernity, 



academic B e x i i t y ,  simplicity of regulations, reputation, quality of education, costs, 

academic rigor, and selectivity. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT OF CURRENT AND FUTURE FROSH 
Media fascination with the concept of age-based cohorts (e.g. the Boomers, Generation 
X) has served to bring demography (and its importance in marketing) into the popular- 
culture marketplace- However, examining the cultural phenomena-bm the pervasion 
of television and the decline of the family to the extension of adolescence--that underlie 

the rhetoric provides insight into the pspective frosh bring to their purchase decisions. 
Reports of the Canadian experience (awash in a sea of American material) have been 

isolated and American literature has been used only when it can be corroborated. 

Boomers and Busters and GenX, Oh My 
The generations relevant to recruiting students in the '90s are bur= 

The Blessed Ones (born 1930 -1945) are the Depression and Second World War 
babies whose success is often bitterly characterized as based on having a grey 
suit and a pulse- Their cohort is small compared to the baby boom that followed 
the war (Howe and Strauss, 1991). 

The Baby Boomers (born 1-1966) cohort resulted horn a huge increase in the 

birthate following the Second World War. A major generational split has 
occurred between the Boomers and those that have followed them because the 

structure the Boomers grew up with provided them with aiteria for making 
discriminating judgments This induded a larger role for organized religion and a 

tighter family structure (Bibby and Posterski, 1992). 

The Baby Bust (born 1967-1979) cohort were born to Boomers and Blessed Ones 
in appxhately equal numbers. Their name is derived not &om the size of their 
cohort (which is equal to that of the Boomers) but to the dedine in birthrates 

during the years they were born (Romaniuc, 1984; Holtz, 1995). 

The Echo Boom (born 1980 to present) cohort, born to both Boomers and 
Busters, will form the basis of bosh classes in the foreseeable future. 



Segmenting a population based on isolating cohorts that emerged horn a common 
cultural ethos lacks precision- Most difficult is the evolving nahve of generations, based 
on both their aging and the interaction of their collective and individual backgrounds 

with the wer-changing social reality theg experience- Also of note is the blurring of 
generatid boundaries with the tail of one generation often experiencing many of the 
influences oftheir successors and thus m b h g  them. Despite this, dassifying and 
characterizing generations and the experiences they bring with them allows researchers 

to better understand and predict the benefits the Baby Busters and Echo Boom will seek 

hwn attending university and their reaction to recruiting strategies. 

Soda1 Trends Affechg Emergence 

Fundamentally affected by the circumstances of their emergence into adulthood, the 

attitudes of the Bust and Echo cohorts (as documented in University of Lethbridge 
researchers' Reginald Bibby and Donald Posterski's dwe surveys of Canadian youth in 

1984,1988 and 1992) provide us with a glimpse into the perspectives of potential 
university students. In their 1992 results, Bibby and Posterski note that numerous 
cultural contradictions are sabotaging youth's aspirations to marriage and maintaining 
their standard of living. Of particular note is the strong pull of individualism and thus 
away from collectivity. 

The major institutions afleaing current and future h h  are television, the family and 
statedriven schooling (Bibby and Posterski, 1992,1985); the impact of organized 

religion is negligiile with only 18 per cent of teenagers reported as attending religious 
services. Each of these m e d i m  has prepared this cohort to be highly autonomous, self- 
oriented and Self-SULfiaent However, excessive individualism is antithetical to good 

relationships (given the inevitable codict between the personally desirable and 

relationally neressary) and has reduced the inclination of Busters and Echo Boomers to 
commit to family life. 

This is evidenced by Bibby and Posterski's 1992 finding that 72 per cent of teenagers 
put a high value on cleanliness while forgiveness garners only 59 per cent and generosity 
40 per cent Key components of fiendship, the scores for generosity and forgiveness are 
inconsistent with the high value ascn'bed to friendship (91 per cent rated it as very 
important) and being loved (80 per cent). This disjunction between expectations and 



values stems from four soda1 trends affecting this cohort: the disintegration of the 

family, the extension of adolescence, the transformation of the Canadian identity, and 

the pervasion of television. 

Disintegration of the F d y  
The Canadian family-the primary unit of sodalizatio~~-has been in retreat since the 

late 19609. Throughout the key stages of personal development, there has been 
increasingly less support available to the Busters and Echo Boomers. 

Divorce rates in Canada sextupled between 1966 and 1981 &om 200 in 100,000 to 

1200. Prior to 1986,52 per cent of divorces involved children (Adam, 1990). Families 
attend to children's material needs, inciuding physioiogicai and safety needs. They also 

attend to the psychological needs, including security, love and esteem. These needs are 

key components of developing autonomous adults with the early years impacting 

personality development and providing the basis for subsequent intellectual and 

emotional capacities (Nett, 1988). Marriage breakdown significantly affects the third 
through fifth needs in a variety of ways over a long period of time, including changing 

financial circumstances, violating expectations, and destroying preconceptions about 

relationships. In The Cnnadion F a d y  in Crisis, Conway notes that adolescents-those 
aged 13 to lf&su&r the most. 

They express greater worries about sex, future marriage, degrees of intimacy and 
the nature and extent of emotional commitment. They reveal a profound sense of 
anger and loss and are tom by conflicting loyalties. All this leads to a greater risk 
of serious delays in their normal psychosocial development and maturation.. .. 
These negative eflffts of divorce tend to persist into young adulthood. Studies 
have suggested that young adults with divorced parents tend to be explicitly 
andous about their marital futures, less likely to want to have and raise children, 
and more prone to postpone marriage (Conway, 1990). 

Some of this d e t y  about impermanence must be transferred to children in two-parent 

famiiies both through personal contact and television. The adult failure and unhappiness 

that are concomitant with divorce are now a part of the children's reality thus 
prematurely shattering their dualistic perceptions about child-parent relations. Without 

the cognitive structures necessary to cope with this ambiguity, permanent insecurity 

about relationships and the judgment of adults can result. 



Women rejoining the labour force have futther reduced the support available to children. 

Nearly half of all children born traditional f iudies have both parents working, dose to 

double 1967 levels (Moore, 1990). Combined with a rise in singleparent families, it 

seems reasonable to d u d e  that there has been a significant dedine in the time parents 

have available lor children starting in the late '60s. 

The multi-dimensional emergence into adulthood that teenagers experience requires two 

basic contniutions from adults direction and room. While society has met the room 

requirement over the past 30 years, it certainly hasn't met that of diredim- 

Much of what they are experiencing is new, and they desperately need 
&mation and occasional advice. They also need to know where there are 
Iimits to what they are allowed to do, at home, in schoo1, in their time spent with 
each other (Bibby and Postemki, 1992). 

On the sphere of interpersonal relatiomhips, the consequence of absentee parents and a 

lack of direction is a transfer of allegiance &om adults to peers. Bibby and Posterski's 

m e y s  show a consistent paradox: teens supremely value relationships but frequently 
do not have good ties with adults. This is evidenced by the low enjoyment teens derive 

from schools, jobs and organized religion--dl adultdominated activities. 

Extension of Adolescence 

The extension of adolescence is not unique to Canada but is a phenomena observed in 

many postindustrial countries. Rior to industrialization, there was little or no period of 

enforced and prolonged dependency: the entire concept of being a teenager is a social 
construction designed to compensate for reduced labour needs following 

industriaIization (Cote and Allahar, 1994). 

The shift to a post-industrial, service-based economy has meant fdling wages for young 

people (Rifkin, 1995). As the Baby Boomers approach mid-lik, it appears that they are 

consolidating their economic positions (their earnings are rising) while the earnings of 

those aged 16-24 are falling. Part-time work and industrial restructuring towards more 

service-orientd and low-skill jobs has meant that the median weekly earnings of full- 

time, Canadian, working males, aged 1624, as a percentage of the median earnings for 

aU workers, has fallen from 94 per cent in 1%7 to 69 per cent in 1984 (Wannell, 1990). 

This same group (1624 year olds) has the highest rate of unemployment 



(unemployment figures only include those actively seeking work, excluding those who 

have given up looking and those engaged in other activities e.g. schooling, patenting 

etc.). Nationally, in 1987, unemployment for men (16-24) hovered around 14.7 per cent 

while for women (16-24) was over U per cent. Women 24-44 were at 9 per cent 

unemployment while men in that age range were at 7 per cent (Gower, 1990). Media 
reports of more recent unemployment figures have confirmed this disparity. 

In order to edt this jobghetto, educational credentials are required (although practidy 

unnecessary hrr most jobs). The normative pressure credentialism has exerted means an 

increasing prolongation of youth. Those unable to gain entrance to post-setondary 

education will necessarily remain here with their dreams and aspirations-along with 
the basic status and sense of independence d a t e d  with this age-unfdfiUed (Cot6 

and Nlaher, 1994). However, education isn't the panacea it once was and 

underemployment may come to be the most serious problem for Canadian youth (Ri&in, 
1995); Krahn and Lowe's (1982) study showed one in four university graduates were 

reporting clerical, sales or &ce occupations in year three of their m e y .  There is 
evidence that the dassroom-work transition has not completely broken down, rather it 

has simply become more circuitous and difficult With the increased meation of part- 
time, low-paying jobs in the service sector, the chances of eventudy entering a 

rewarding career path may have been reduced. The majority of Canadian youth continue 

to believe in higher education and act accordingly. This belief, reinforced by a very strong 

individualistic value system that identifies higher education as "the way to gct &cad", 

may be an important stabilizing factor. 

Cot6 and AUahar (1994) note that the irresponsibility attributed to Busters and Echo 
Boomers may be the outgrowth of frustration at their social stasis. "Maturity and 

respo~l~t'bility are qualities that are accpired through experience and practice. They 
cannot be w e d  by reading textbooks and through dmsroorn instruction alone." 

Transformation of the Canadian Identify 

Related to the extension of ad01escence and changes in the job market is the signiscant 

shift pollster Angus Reid (19%) notes in the Canadian identity. Alberta's Klein 
revolution provides University of Calgary frosh and local high-schooI students with 
front-row seats to what Reid refers to the sink-or-swim mentality of the 1990s. This is in 

contrast to the spend-and-share ethos of the 1960s and '70s. The consistently high levels 
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of unemp10yment, h e  shift of debt from public to private, the constant media coverage 

of entrepreneurial activities and, perhaps most importantly, the dedine of universal 

healthcare, are areshaping how Canadian view themselves. 

Reid says that the big-government era of the 196as-'BQP was characterized by unbound 
confidence in government, the sexual revolution, lust for material possessions and 

soaring optimism. The 1990s--shaped by an aging population, ruthless globd 
competition and techology-brings with it suspicion of government, AIDS, 
unemployment and pessimism. In a recent international poll, Canada tied for third as 

the country most pessimistic about the htture. 

Changing the basic rules and patterns that ordered the lives of Canadians has created a 

society where mmstmhed self-interest (the fimdamental principle of neo- 
consemtivism) is the highest ideal. The erosion of Canada's public hhstmcture 

through user kes, budget cutbacks and privatization has created a defensive society 

where self-presemation is the most important g d .  This is reflected in the values held by 
the Busters and the Echo Boomers. 

Pervasion of Television 

The importance of television is perhaps the one variable unique to post-8aby Boomers: 

no eadier cohort has been affected by it as much. Winn (1981) argues that the content of 

television is less important than the role it has assumed in raising children. 

... The television's mere presence in the home has worked to alter chiidren's lives 
in ways that have absolutely nothing to do with what they might be watching- Its 
easy availability as a child amuser, baby sitter and problem solver has altered 
long-established child-rearing atterns, allowing parents to co-exist with their 
children without establishing t l  e rules and limitations that parents once had to 
impose on children simply for survival's sake. 

Television is an essentially solitary activity that creates the illusion of interaction with a 

multitude of interesting people whenever it is convenient for us to tune in. The elements 

of generosity, forgiveness, patience and hard work that exist in relationships are neither 
necessary to interact with TV nor do they make good material for plots. 

"Interpersonally, w e  have bought into the idea that relationships should add to our 

Lives," assert Bibby and Posterski (1992), "and, if they don't, should be dispensed with 



in favour of more hrlfilling ones. Alternately, if none are forthcoming, we should bask in 

positive solitude." 

But despite the individuality of the activity, the messages on television affect literally 

rm?lons of people. Cultural norms are established without discussion or reflections. 

Television has also been in&umental in trumpeting the downtall of sodety's traditional 
role models. Bcn J o b n  made us suspiaous of sports heroes. Tmdeau spent our 

inheritance; Mulroney was cormpt and inept The Buys of St. Vincent and the residential 
school scandals have disgraced the priesthood. Talk shows routinely ridicule (and at the 

wme time glow) a multitude of dysfunctional famiies headed by fldq adults. 

Rosermne turw the tragedy of being on the badcslope of the economic bell curve into a 

comedy while Chem shows that desperately lonely alcoholics ;ue fun peoplc too. 

Citing a N m  Ymk T i m  Mkguzine article, Holtz's 1995 book Welcome fo the jungle: The 

why behind generurfion X vividly brings across the mistrust and frustration (and vducs) of 

the Echo Ebomers and could be just as easily applied to Canada: 

The baby-boom generation has crippled our economy with 13-digit debt, 
depleted our natural resources, permitted our infrastructure to decay, eliminated 
al l  standards of common decency, and created a war machine capable of 
liquidating millions of people in a matter of seconds. 

Cognitive Development 
William Perry's (1970) scheme of cognitive development (dcsigncd to dccument the 
undergraduate experience of students from the mid-'50s to the mid-'60s at Harvard) 
hacks the psych010gical propsion from simple duality to commitment in relativism. 

Field Belenky, McVicker Clinchy, Rule Goldberger and Mattuck Tarule (1986) 
persuasively question the applicability of Perry's modd to rvomcn which should be 
heeded in reading the following description that may apply best or only to men. 

Cognitive structures are sets of a~sufnptions that act as filters, dictating how individuals 

perceive, organize and evaluate events in the environment and how they respond. 

Making sense of change in Perry's model is based on assimilation a d  accommodation. 

.4ssidating merging forms of experience to the fmms of experience one brings to a 

situation is usually an unconscious action, taking place through selection, simplification 
a d / c r  distortions. More expliat is accommodating the fom of expectancies to the 



form emerging in the experience. This takes place through recombination an 
transformation that d B  in new forms of expecbncy. Movement betwee- 

in Perry's scheme and another involves the reorganization of major inv- 

The Busters and Echo Boomers (personally and vicariousiy) have been exp- 

greater number of duality-inconpent events than the generations that prec- 

because of the advent and pervasion of television, thus it seems reasonable 
that they may progress differently through Perry's scheme. The post-JFK g- 

collectively lads the strong emotional attachment to authority (embodied - 
parents, teachers and television) because it failed to tell them right fkom wr- 
exchange for obedience and thus betrayed the hurdamental dynamic of du- 
However, as authority loses ground against their experience, there is a way - 
increasingly untenable position in the quasi-legitimate world of multipliaty. 
Boomers can escape 6rom their respormity to reason through detachment, 
intellectual space they need to successfully reformulate their world. Hurtied 
first stages of duality, Busters may find the solace that they need in this so- 

of i2vm'bility and thus plateau here longer than their parents would h a v ~  
the Busters and the Echo Boomers the opportunity to impact their world wi- 
to wastc energy maintaining the system and managing how they impact the : 

Perryf s model attempts to account for this feeling of alienation by providing 
for temporizing at a stage or even escaping by exploiting detachment in the I 
avoidance of pc~sonal responsiiility. However, because he could find so kw 

this in his subjects, he treats this area as theoretical. The socialization of the 
Echo Boomers makes tcmpon'bng and escape very real. Fortunately, the sol- 
may lie in Perqfs original assumption that even alienated people kel some - 
when they give up: there is some innate ddve towards self-actualization. 

Impact on Pllrduee Behaviour and Motives 
The Baby Bust and Echo Boom generations are generally thought to: 

place a high value on re1ationships but have poor relationships with a 
s subscn'be to an ethos of personal fdfihent, particularly related to p- 

rela tionships; 



have (and perceive) a bleak future characterized by un- and underemployment; 
a see education as a way out of the job ghetto; 

be fntstrated by their relative powerlessness, often manifesting cynicism and / or 
laziness; 

be self-interested to the point of neglecting collective responsi'bilities; and 
a have a weak emotional attachment to the structures, systems and values that 

their parents' regard as important and valuable; 

The subscription to an ethos of personal determinism means that fmsh may interndize 
both their successes and fidures while largely ignoring the impact of environmental 
factors. Their oscillation between dependence (on their pivents and employers) and 
independence precludes considering interdependence as a valid perspective: The Busters 
and Echo Boomers aren't able to achieve the prerequisite economic and soaal 

independence fbr this natural rapprochement 

The dissonance created when their development pathway is barred by economic 
constraints motivates t h e  characteristic pursuit of autonomy. Seeking economic self- 
suffiaency-the main response-is the result of the insecurity most face in the 

recessionary and increasingly volatile job market At the same time, the innate desire for 

connection and self-esteem building relations provides a contradictory drive- Many 

having experienced loose-knit or non-existent Eamilies may turn to their peers as a source 
of love and security This desire for connection may strongly motivate students to enroll. 
University provides a large number of young adults (alrrady processed through selection 
and self-selection) who may fill a student's need for social interaction and support. 

A by-product of the Echo Boomer's desire lor economic security may be self-absorption 
(and even selfishness) because seeking meaning and serving the community plays no part 
in the reward structure (i.e. becoming sodally and financially independent). This myopia 
may be manifested in cyniasm and pragmatism: standing on principle is neithcr 
rewarded nor an ingrained habit and they are comfortable cutting a deal to machke 
their gain. This short-term perspective reflects both the cultural relativism of their 
upbringing and the rapidity of change that is out-stripping the ability of traditional, 

formulaic value systems to cope with novel demands. 
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SUMMARY 

The literature broadly supports the idea of segmenting a post-secondary market based 
on benefits sought. Attendance is in expectation of a benefit or solution to a problem 
thus appealing to these desires should improve the effectiveness and efficiency of 
marketing strategies. However, the implications of segmentation run counter to the 

audanic culture at the university, both framing on the student-institution &tiomhip 
as transaction and suggesting that the idea of a standardized consumer is inadequate to 
cope in a competitive market. 

b e f i t  segmentation is ceiativeiy unexplored in Canada and. similar to situation in the 

United States, it seems unlikely that as instztutions gear up to actively rrcruit that they 
will be sharing their findings. This argues strongly for The University of to 

conduct a study of its primary markets to enhance the eWveness of its current 

interventions into the pt-secondary decision-making prcccss. 

Because the PSDM process is a high-involvement consumer decision, business models 

tom an appropriate conceptual basis lor understanding student behaviout and how 
their background impads both the outcomes they are attempting to realize and what 
they consider to be important institutional characteristics. The PSDM is really a sub- 
process of career development but is poorly developed in career development literature. 

The actual institutional choice process appears to be based on an economic model where 

students maximize the utility they obtain fiom the options they have. This means 
institutional characteristics can be conceptualized by using a multi-attribute, ideal-point 
preference mod& Combining biographical infornution with measures of benefit 
dimensions should result in market segmentation. These benefit segments can then be 
hvther fleshed out based upon the institutional characteristics students select as 

important and how they rate both an ideal institution and The University of Calgary. 

The characteristics of post-Boomer students are a result of the circumstances of their 

emergence into adulthood. The social bends a.kding the Bust and Echo-kom cohorts 

may result in significant difkrences between socially sanctioned motives for 
participation and their actual reasons for attending university. This will be of particular 
concern because of the generational and motivational homogeneity of university faculty. 
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CHAPTER THREE-METHODOLOGY 
This chapter outlines the methodology employed to determine the benefit dimensions 

and segments in the sample. First a rationale for the use of quantitative, survey 

methodology will be used. Suwen t ly ,  research procedures will be explained, 
including ckussions of the sample, Instnunentation, the semanticdiBerentid techniqe, 

data-gathering procedures, and the techniques fir data analysis. 

QUANTITATIVE SURVEY METESODOLOGY 
Rooted in positivism, quantitative research can be defined as "a family of philosophies 
characterized by an extremely positive evaluation of science and scienti£ic method" 

(Reese, 1980 in Wiersma, 1995). The assumption that life is regular (as opposed to 

random) means that logical and persistent patterns can be documented in a probabilistic 

manner (allowing for exceptiow). The aggregation necessary for sodai-science research is 

a source of significant concern, blurring the unique combination of traits and 

circumstances that influence individual decisions (Babbie, 1992). 

Non-scperimental quantitative research, with the simultaneous operation of numerous 

variables in a natural setting, uses statistics to tie together the logiceempirid basis of 

science and verify if the observed match the expected (Babbie, 1990,1992). Survey 

research permits the testing of complex propositions involving several variables in 

simultaneous interaction with a population that can then inform policy decisions. 

Benefit segmentation both segments the market and creates desaiptiom (motives, 

institutional characteristics sought, biographical information) of those segments that can 

be used to develop segmentapeci6c marketing strategies. The empirical nature of survey 

research provides a more representative and efficient approach fw studying aggregate 

motivational patterns than a qualitative method Like focus groups: although this study 

initially appears to be asking why questions (where qualitative methods excel), it is in 

fact asking what (given these motives for participation) is the segmentation. 

This quantitative approach has come under scrutiny born post-modernist scientific 

theorists such as Fritjof Capra (1996) who states that the Cartesian assumption that 

complex systems can be understood wholly as functions of their parts may be an 

inadequate conceptualization. Capra argues that reductionism is ultimately pointless in 
that system components (&om subatomic particles to mail-room employees) cannot be 



understood (and are in fact meaningless) outside of the context of their system. An atom 

is a relationship between subatomic paaides and the particles themselves have no 

meaning outside of the atomic relationship: a neutron that is not a part of an atom is not 

anything and cannot be conceptualized because the basis of conceptualizing is forming 
relationships between components. 

Similady, humans are components of systems and attempting to understand them 
outside of the context of their system(s) is not possiile: a lawyer without a legal system 

to fiame him or her loses definition and can only have meaning (thus be discussi%le) 
when reconceptualized in another context (eg. as a human being with brown hair). 
Examining hcets of humans (eg. their motives) will fail to fully rep~sent  the dynamic 

interactions that make the system more than the sum of its parts. If reductionkt 

approaches cannot then yieid h a l  components that can be isolated and analyzed, only 
approximate and Limited knowledge (as opposed to specific knowledge) is possible. 

This significantly devalues a quantitative approach to enamining human motivation. 

However, the inability to achieve perfection should not be the enemy of the potential 

good resulting fran r e d  and quantitative research has value as a method of 

generalizing relationships such that inbnned social policy can be made. 

Babbie (1990) further elucidates hitations of statistical studies in the social sciences, 

noting in particular that: (1) sampling assumptions are virtually never satisfied; and (2) 

statistical techniques are often applied in violation of the assumptions that underlie 

them (most commonly, ordinal data is treated as interval). However, he goes on to say 

the value of using inappropriate statistical tests to further understand data may be high 

enough to warrant their use. The cost of this data-dredging approach is a loss of 

confidence in the statistical results and a complete reliance on chumstantid arguments 
to make a case for or against the validity of findings. 

This presupposes that it is necessary to classify statistics procedures by the type of 

data appropriate for use with them. Lorr (1983) reviews this assumption. The 
arguments supporting it state that measurement scales are models of entity relationships 

and the more the model deviates from the objects measured, the less accurate the 

statistics become. Equally convincing is the other side that argues statistics apply to 

numbers rather than to things thus the formal properties of measurement should have no 



affect on the choice of statistical procedure. The implication of the latter argument is 

that parametric statistics can be used when inted-scale data cannot be demonstrated. 

?he compromise I have chosen is to use parametric statistics wherever there is not a non- 

parametric option in order to best understand the data and the relationships within it. 

This is based on: (1) evidence that ~ema~ticdiffkmntiaI data d d y  resembles interval 

data; (2) the methodology I have chosen to employ (factor and duster analysis) always 

yields a solution (the validity of the solution based solely upon its interpretabiity); and 
(3) the value of a properly reasoned outcome outweighs the disadvantages of violating 
parametric rules. 

QUESTIONS 
While con6irming the benefit-dim-on model Church and C=illingham developed for 
Laurentian University students and developing a benefit segmentation of the University 
of Calgary's frosh dass, this study answers four questions: 

What typology based on benefits sought from partiapation emerges among 
ht-year University of Calgary students and is this congruent with Church and 

Gillingharn' s analysis of benefit dimensions? 

what is the optimal clustering (segmenting) of the frosh dass based upon the 

benefit typology developed? 

How can each benefit segment best be desarhed by biographical information, 
motives br participation and perceptions of institutional characteristics? 

Are there important benefitsegment differences/ commonalties that can be used 
to increase the effiaency and effhctiveness of the University of Calgary's 

recruiting practices? 

THE SAMPLE 
The population is first-year University of Calgary students &ah) who graduated &om 
Calgary high-schools in June 19%. This group included approximately 2340 students 

who made up 72 per cent of the university's incoming fkosh dass and 45 per cent of new 



male and female students (fmsh and transfer) attending the university. These students 

tend to be young (17-19 years old) and iiving at home. 

The sample comprised three hundred students randomly selected by the Registrar's 

Office to receive questionnaires. This number was based on desiring to have 5-10 cases 

for each cell in the factor and duster analyses. Seventy-eight usable questionnaires were 
return but software conflicts resulted in only 77 cases loading for the faaor and duster 

analyses. This has been noted where applicable in the text Two respondents may have 
been older than antiapated based upon their responses, but both were retained in 

analysis. 

INSTR-ATION 
The sufvey questionnaire is based upon a review of the relevant literature (Dixon and 

Martin, 1991; Padsen, 1990; C h d  and Gillingham, 1988; Marantz Connor et al, 1988; 

Chapman, 1986; Cook and Zallacco, 1983; Chapman, 1981; Jackson, 1978), and five 

informal focus groups (four with --year students and one with student recruiters from 
several institutions). 

The questionnaire is divided into three segments: biographical information, reasons for 
attendance, and measures of institutional characteristics. An initial pretest (n=14) and 
additional research into semantic-differential techniques yielded a second, revised 

questionnaire (See Appendix One). Significant difkrences included a re-working of the 
institutional-characteristics section and an expansion of the reasons fix attendance 
drawn from Boshier's Education Participation Scale (Stage and Williams, 1988; Boshier, 

1977; Morstain and Smart, 1974). 

Semantic-Differential Technique 
The semanticd.i&rential technique is a combination of sraling and dati~nal 
procedures. Subjects are provided a concept (e.g. University of Calgary) and a series of 

bipolar adjectival scales (eg. good vs. bad; pretty ps. ugly) with which to differentiate 

i t  The subjects' task is to indicate the direction of the item's association and its 

intensity on a seven-step scale (Osgood, 1952; Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum, 1957). 

The basis of this approach is linguistic metaphor in language often uses two or more 
dimensions of experience (defined by pairs of polar adjectives e g .  hope-despair and 



white- black) as if they were paallel with tanslatiom occurring between equivalent 

portions of the continua (Osgood, 1952)- The process of description can be conceived of 

as allocating direction (qyality) and distance (intensity) along a straight-line function 

that passes through an origin point at the mid-point of the scale (Osgood et al., 1957). A 

limited number of such continua can be d to define a semantic space within which to 

measure and compare the meaning of one or more concepts. The operational definitions 
of meaning is the outcome of the procedures. 

Messidc (1957) identifies three assumptions underlying assigning metric properties to 

semantic-diffierential sdes: 

1. Assigning integers assumes equal intervals within the scale. 
2- When distance measures are taken over several scales, equal intervals between 

scales are assumed. 
3. Factor analysis assumes commonality of the zero (or origin) point aaoss scales. 

Messick tested these assumptions using the method of successive intervals to create a 

subjective metric, thus allowing an estimation of interval length and permitting an 
evaluation of the eqalify of intervals dong a scale- His results (also ated in Osgood et 

al., 1957) show intends aaoss nine commonly used d e s  to be highly correlated with 

the assumed range mid-points (ranging kom -984 to 998) and that the consistent 

placement of boundaries argues against random fluctuation MessicKs work suggests 

that semantic dikential results do meet parametric assumptions, yielding intend 

(rather than o r d i d )  data. 

This has not received wide acceptance (Babbie, 1992; Bieger and Gerlach, 1996) because, 

despite the evidence suggesting that the technique results in interval data, the 

methodology does not guarantee it. 

DATA GATHERING PROCEDURES 
Data collection was completed in October 1996. Respondents received a letter 
explaining their selection and the purpose. Four days later, the instnunent was mailed to 

respondents Mowed seven days later by a reminder. Questionnaires were accepted if 

retumed within 25 days. The response rate was 26% (n=78). 



CONTROL VAlUABLES 
Jackson (1978) lists important predispositional variables that must be controlled fix. 

Geographic l o ~ ~ ~ t i m  and grade level were controlled tor: all respondents will be --year 

university students having graduated hPm Calgary high schwis the previous June. 

Son'oecommic stntus is assessed through measurement of parental education. Guppy and 
Pendakur (1989) suggest that educational attainment has several advantages over other 

socio-economic measures, including higher responrse rates and measurement of both 
parents. Further, they found parental education to be highly correlated between parents 
(r=.54 in 1975 and r=58 in 1984). This allows a summation and averaging that can be 

conveniently divided into categories less arbitrary than income or employment Wannefs 
(1995) work allows broad generalizations about earnings and education if necessary. 

The influence offriolds, fmniy type, educllthul aspirations and sex were contnolled for in 
as were high-schwl grades, ottryfDcuIfJI and antic@ated undergraduate degree. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 
After optical scoring and entry into SPSS 6.1, data were screened for accuracy and 

plausi%le means and standard deviations. Missing data were checked and non- 

biographical values were replaced by means lrom the sample. Suaunaries from the 

sample were compared to the population based upon sex, entry faculty and grade-point 

average. Variables with abnormal distribution were identified and transformed. 

Principal components analysis was performed on vadables measuring motives for 

attending a university to determine what underlying factor structure existed. The number 

of relevant factors underlying the variables was to be determined by selecting factors 

with Eigenvdues larger than 1.0 (Norusis, 1994) . Because of the small size of the 
sample, this yielded 8 factors and, instead, a scree plot was used to ascertain that 
solutions containing four, five and six factors would be worthwhile generating. 

Varimax and oblimin rotation were separately employed to simplify structure 

(enhancing interpretation) and factor loadings determined. The four-factor solution 
proved difficult to interpret and of limited utility and was immediately discarded. 

Interpretation of the five- and six-factor solutions was carried out with little difference 



in results. Because the six-factor solution inaeased complexity and failed to enhance 

understanding, it was also discarded. The five-fixtor, oblimin rotation was retained for 

further interpretation. Loadings with absolute d u e s  less than A were eliminated. 

Cluster analyses were perbrmed to determine the benefit segmentation most 

appropriate for this sample based on variables measuring reasons for attending a post- 

secondary institution. The transformed scores for variables measuring motivation for 

attendance were used. The data were standardized (range 0 to 1) and spuared 
Eudidean distance was selected. SPSS's hierarchid duster analysis procedure grouped 

data by case; because of the small size of the sample, getting a good dispersion of cases 

into different variables was difficuIt, Centroid, median, and nearest neighbor clustering 

proved inadequate while furthest neighbor and Ward's method yielded better 

diski'butions. There was little d i f h m t  between the latter two methods and Ward's 

method was based on a review of the dendrogram. The number of dusters appeared to 

stabilize at five with further division hampering interpretation, providing Little increase 

in understanding and leaving too few cases in e a c h d  

Data were then split and separate frequencies run for each duster. Interpretation of each 

duster in relation to the sample and the other dusters based on background variables, 
motives for participation and institutional characteristics provided duster descriptions. 

Cluster analysis with such a small sample (n=77) provides unique challenges for 

interpretations. Near-unanimous agreement on motives were necessary before haits were 

ascriid to a duster. Seven-point data was collapsed to three-point data (with two 
being neutral) to look h r  agreement. Those variables with 70 per cent or greater 

agreement on one side of neutral were then re-expanded to determine the intensity of the 

response. Generally, in re-expanded brm, r 50 per cent of total responses had to lie in 
the two most extreme response categories to be considered indicative of a trend. 

htitutional characteristics (with multiple indicators for each characteristic) provided 

significantly more complexity but a similar process was used. Characteristics that had 

hits of 70 per cent or greater on all three indicators (importance, ideal and actual) were 

retained for further analysis because of the inaeased importance of homogeneity in 

creating an interpretable response. 



CHAPTER FOUR-RESULTS 

THE SAMPLE 
The sample comprises 78 returned questionnaires out of an initial mailing of 300; the 

response rate was 26%. Although low by the standards of educational resea*, a 

s w e y  of 182 commercial marketing surveys noted a consistent response rate of 3% 
(Td and Hawkins, 1987). They also report mail-based surveys as having a 23% retun  

rate at bur weeks. 

When compared to the population, the respondents were more often lemale (see Table 
4.1) but there was Little difference when compared using entry faculty (see Table 42) or 

grade-point average (see Table 4.3). 

Table 4.1 

Sample Compared to Population Based on Sex 

Sex 

Male 
Female 

Sample% Population % 

- - - - - - - 

Population data based on N.J. Rentice (p&&al c&n&unication, November 28,1996) 

Table 4.2 

Sample Compared to Population Based on Entry Faculty 

Faculty Sample % Population% 

General Studies 85 79.47 
E n m f = w  5 12.16 
Fine Arts 3 3.31 
Kinesiology 4 3.04 
Nucsing 3 2.02 

Population data based upon Krivy (1996) 



TabIe 4.3 

Sample Compared to Population Based on Entry GPA (when available) 

Notes: I Population data based upon Krivy (19%). 
2 Cumulative percentage varies due to rounding. 
3 Four cases were excluded due to non-response. 

DATA SCREENING 
Missing data were checked and non-biographical values were replaced with meam born 
the sample. Motivation questionnaires (those measuring reasons for attending university) 

were screened for non-normal distrrition and 21 of 26 variables were transformed 
using SPSS's compute function. Variables were then re-examined and 8 re-transhrmed. 

The variables representing motive are seven-point variable (noting the influence the 
variable played in the decision to attend where l=very small and 7=very large). The 

variables representing the importance of institutional characteristics are also seven point 

where l=very weak and 7=very strong. The variables representing ideal and perceived 
levels of an institutional characteristic (eg. appearance) are seven point bi-polar (eg. 
l=beautiful and 7=ugly). A copy of the instnunent is located in Appendix One. 

FACTOR ANALYSIS 
Principal components analysis was perhrmed on variables measuring motives for 
attending a university. The number of relevant factors underlying the variables was to be 
determined by selecting factors with Eigenvalues larger than 1.0 (Table 4.4) (Norusis, 

1994) . 

Because of the small size of the sample which yielded 8 factors, a scree plot (see Figure 

4.1) was used instead to ascertain solutions containing four, five and six factors. 



Table 4.4 

Principal Components Analysis Initid Statistics on Motivation for Attending University 
Truncated at Eigenvalues 2 1.0 

Variable Eigenvalue %Variance cumulative 
%Variance 

Factor 1 
Factor 2 
Factor 3 
Factor 4 
Factor 5 
Factor 6 
Factor 7 
Factor 8 

Note: Cumulative percentage varies due to rounding. 

Figure 4.1 Saee Plot of Factor Analysis 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 

Factor Number 

Note: Figure 4.1 truncated at 19 (of 26) factors. 



Varimax and obtimin rotation were separately employed to simplifj~ the structure of the 
solution (enhancing interpretation) and factor loadings determined. The four-factor 
solution proved difficult to interpret and of W t e d  utility thus was discarded. 

Xnterpretation of the five- and six-factor solutions was carried out with little diffetence 

in results. Because the six-factor soIution both increased compIexity and failed to 

enhance understanding it was also discarded. The five-kctor oblimin solution was 

eventually retained. 

The first motivational factor (Connection) can be represented as seeking connection and 
rejecting isolation. The tactor Ioadings are outlined in Table 45. 

Table 4.5 

Factor Loadings for Factor 1 (Connection) in Five-Factor Oblimin Solution 

Variable 

Participate in social activities 
Meet new people 
Participate in sports 
Become part of a new community 
Expand social circle 

Participate in recreational activities 
Have fun 

Loading 

Those who are highly motivated on this factor appear to focus on becoming co~ected 

with others through interaction. The commuter nature of The University of Calgary 

(partidarly given the sample is composed of native Calgarians) may signiscanfly 
impact responses on this variable. Respondents may look to the broader community and 

their existing soda1 circle for fun and recreation (especially given the many recreational 

opportunities in the nearby mountains) but to the campus as a place to expand their 

s d  circle and interact with peers. This and subsequent factors receive more complete 

treatment in Chapter Five. 

The second motivational factor (Self-Awareness) can be represented as seeking self- 

awareness in contrast to maintaining self-asstvane. The factor loadings are outlined in 

Table 4.6. 



Table 4.6 

Factor Loadings for Factor 2 (Self-Awareness) in Five-Factor Oblimin Solution 

Variable 

Develop greater personal insight 
Wanting more time to plan career 
Improve problern-~~lving slcills 
Develop creativity 
Learn about new things 
hprove sekonfidence 

Improve interpersonal s W s  
Improve ability to express oneself 
hcreaseundersfanding 

Loading 

Those who are highly motivated on this factor appear to focus on self-awareness. The 
concentration appears to be internal (altering the self) as opposed to external (altering 
the world) and the benefit sought born university is growth and self-howledge. 

The third motivational factor (Advancement) can be represented as seeking (or 
maintaining) personal advancement at the expense of a developmental focus. The factor 

loadings are outlined in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7 

Factor Loadings for Factor 3 (Advancement) in Five-Factor Oblimin Solution 
-- 

Variable 

Obtain a degree 
Achieve a higher standard of living 
Become self-sufficient 

Develop personal insight 
Be seen as educated 
Open up more career opportunities 
University education required for a job 

Those who are highly motivated on this factor appear to focus on material and/or 
employment advancement This is contrasted with a developmental perspective where 

depth and exploration is emphasized over achievement. 



The fourth motivational factor (Learning) can be represented as seeking knowledge and 

exploration as opposed to seeking a specific, employment-related goal. The faaor 

loadings are outhed in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 

Factor Loadings for Factor 2 (Learning) in Five-Factor Oblimin Solution 

Variable 

Study favorite subject 
Learn about new things 
Family pr- 

Obtain degree 
More time to plan career 

Loading 

Those who are highly motivated on this tador appear to focus on knowledge, either 

about a favoured subject or new things or both.. 

The fifth motivational faaor (Relationships) cart be represented as maintaining 

relationships and relationship skills. The factor loadings are outlined in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9 

Factor Loadings for Factor 5 (Relationships) in Five-Factor Oblimin Solution 

Variable 

Improve interpersonal skills 
Pressure from friends 

Participate in sports 

Loading 

Those who are highly motivated on this factor appear to be maintaining their 
relationships. This factor is poorly defined but too confused interpretation of the four 

factor solution to integrated into a simpler model. 
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CLUSTER ANALYSES 
Cluster analyses were pehrmed based on variables measuring reasons for attending a 

post-secondary institution using the transformed and standardized scores for variables 
measuring motivation fbr attendance. The initial d t s  of the duster analysis (6wr 

dusters) were disappointing primarily because of the overwhelming impact personal 
advancement motives appear to have on every duster &us drowning out the subtler 

dZfkrences. A more complete discussion of the dusters appears in Chapter Five and 

provides substantially more explanation of their meaning- 

The 6rst duster makes up 21.1 per cent of the sample (n=17) and appears to be seeking 
two main benefits sought from attendance (1) financial security and (2) soaal contact. 

The motives driving this duster are outlined in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10 

Motives of Cluster 1 (n=17) 

Variable 

Achieve a higher standard of living 
Expand career opportunities 
Meet new people 
Family Ressure 
University education required for career 
Expand social circle 
Have fun 

Variables noted were rated as having a Large in8uence on the decision to attend 
university (marked as a 5.6 or 7 on a seven-point scale). Cumulative percentages may 
vary due to rounding- For example, the £irst tactor above would appear as (100% -1- 
53) in the text, 

The institutional characteristics of most importance to the dusters' purchase decisions 
are the quality of education (8% 24-2935%) and the reputation (72% 24-24-24%) of 

the institution. The perceived qyality of education was good (65% thought it superior 
but only barely 47-lS4%) as was the perceived reputation (76% thought the U of C 

reputable, but only barely 47-294%). Also of note were the respondents' limited 
educational plans past the bachelor's degree. 



The second duster makes up 23.4 per cent of the sample (n=18) and appears to be 

seeking employment and financial security £ram attending university. The motives 
driving this cluster are outlined in Table 4.11. Also noted are the weak social motives 
that showed up. These were the only motives that registered as notably negative. 

Table 4.11 
Motives of Cluster 2 (n=18) 

Variable 

Achieve a higher standard of living 
University education required br career 
Expand career opportunities 
Obtain a degree 

Variable 

Pressure from fiends 
Participating in sports 
Participating in recreational activities 
Participating in sorial activities 

All measures of institutional characteristics (importance, ideal and perceived) were 

equally distributed (Le- nothing stood out as an important or desirable or favorably 
perceived characteristics) and may indicate the overriding motive of employment and 
financial security making these irrelevant. This would also explain the lack of desire to 

interact with other students in any campus-based activities. 

The third duster makes up 27.3 per cent of the sample (n=21) and appears to be seeking 
three main benefits sought h m  attendance: financial security, soda1 contact and 
academic stimulation. The motives driving this duster are outlined in Table 4.U. 

The institutional characteristics of most importance to the dusters' purchase decisiow 

are the quality of education (WO 20-3!%35%), the friendliness of the campus (67% 33 

29-576) and the academic flemity (72% 2 m l W 0 )  of the institution. The perceived 
quality of education was good (65% thought it superior but only barely 3 5 5 5 % )  as 

was the perceived fimdliness (90% thought the U of C fiiendly W%) and the 
academic flexibility (72% found the U of C flexibly -2%). 



Table 4.U 

Motives of Cluster 3 (n=21) 

Variable 

Obtain a degree 
Learn about new things 
haeaseunderstanding 
Achieve a higher standard of living 
Expand career opportunities 
Study favorite subject 
Have fun 
Meet new people 
University education required for career 
Become self-sufficient 
Expand social circle 

Cumulative percentages may vary due to rounding. 

The fourth cluster also makes up 27.3 per cent of the sample (n=21) and is seeking two 

main benefits sought horn attendance: employment and financial secutity and academic 

stimulation. This differs fiom duster 3 with of the inclusion of M y  pressure and the 
desire to be seen as educated- The motives of this cluster are outlined in Table 4.13- 

Table 4-13 
Motives of Cluster 4 (n=21) 

Variable 

Obtain a degree 
University education mpired for career 
Learn about new things 
Become self-sufficient 
Increase career opportunities 
Achieve a higher standard of living 
Increase understanding 
Seen as educated 
Develop personal insight 
Have fun 
Improve self-confidence 
F ~ Y  pressure 

- - . - - -- . --  

Cumulative percentages may vary due to rounding. 



The institutional characteristics of most importance to the clusters' purchase deasiow 

are the quality of education (95% 5=2M7%), the reputation of the university (90% 24- 

29-38%), the fkiendliness of the campus (86% 2443-I%), the academic flexibility (81% 

33-2443%), and the cost (76% 1&19-48%) of the institution. The perceived quality of 
education was good @I% thought it superior 14-33-24%) however the perceived 
reputation of the university was not (52% thought it was reputable but only barely 29- 
14-lW). The perceived friendliness was high (90% thought the U of C hiendly 29-43- 

1!%) as was the academic Bexriility (7l% found the U cif C Ewik SZ9-I9%). The 
cost (62% rated an ideal cost as cheap 3-2%) was rated as expensive (62% thought 

it was expensive 244424%). 

Also of note is the high percentage of respondents planning on pursuing graduate D%&ES 

and the low percentage planning on pursuing professional studies of this duster when 

compared to the rest of the sample, as outlined in Table 4.14 beIow. 

Table 4.14 

Planned Educational Attainment of Cluster 4 C o m p d  Xik  Tatd !hi-ipk 

Planned lwd of education %cluster 4 %Total sample 

College diploma or certificate 24 22 
Technical-school dipIoma or certificate 10 5 
Bachelds degree 100 97 
Professional degree 5 18 
Master's degree 67 35 
Doctoral degree 14 6 

When the entire sample is examined for the largest motivating factors, two distinct 
patterns emerge: (1) respondents overwhehing ate reasons centedng on financial and 
~fiipIfip'ieii~t security as reasons why they chose to attend university; and (2) 

respondents cite inteIlectual and social benefits as reasons for choosing to attend 

university. These findiqp a2 cwii-istent with the social circumstances affkcthg 

current and future h h  classes and are discussed further in Chapter Five. 



Table 4.15 

~Iot ives of Sample With 90% Agreement (n=77) 

Variable 

Increase career opportunities 
Obtain a degree 
Achieve a higher standard of living 
University education rquhd for career 
Become 

Increase understanding 
Learn new things 
Meet new people 
Study favorite subject 
Have fun 

Cumulative percentages may vary due to rounding. 

The institutional characteristics respondents most often cite as important are 

reputation (74%) and qyality of education (84%). This is consistent with the pervasive 

employment-related motives that drive students: they are looking lor a good return 
(employment-wise) on their investment. The University of Calgary is rated as reputable 

by 66 per cent of those respondents while 58 per cent perceive the cpality of University 
of Calgary's education to be superior (see Table 4.16 below). It should be noted that 

respondents only have two months experience to base their assessments on. 

Table 4.16 

Frequency Chart fbr Perceived Quality of Education at U of C (n=77) 

Level of Support 

Superior 
Moderately superior 
Somewhat superior 
Neither superior nor inferior 
Somewhat inferior 
Moderately inferior 
Inferior 

Percentages may vary due to rounding. 



SUMMARY 

Data analyses yielded three main results: 

1. The sample broadly resembIes the population in terms of sex, grade-point 
average and entry faculty with a slightly higher percentage of female 
respondents. 

2. The= are five motivational factozs underlying the 26 variables measuring reasons 
for choosing to attend a university. 

3. There are four main dusters of approximately equal size based on variables 
measuring reasons for choosing to attend a university. 

Additionally, it appears that, for both the sample as a whole and for individual 
dusters, variables measuring desire fix finanaal and employment security are 

overwhelmingly rated as important reasons lor attending university. This finding is 
supported when institutional characteristics are examined: reputation and quality of 

education, characteristics related to the value of a degree in the marketplace, 
consistently are reported as important factors in choosing an institution. This is 
congruent with the social context of kosh. 

To a lesser degree, variables measuring social and academic opportunities are rated 

important, although not by every duster. This is important as it dows further 
examination of each duster to determine how they differ despite the tsunamic effect of 
employment-related motives. Each kctor and duster is further expanded upon and the 
impiications for recruiting hture h s h  are discussed in Chapter Five. 



CHAPTER FXVE-DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The chapter elaborates upon the hdings noted in Chapter Four by placing them in 
context and exploring the implications they have tor recruiting h h  to The University of 

(w5ary-  

DISCUSSION OF KEY FINDINGS 
The questions posed at the start of this study w e  four: 

What typology, based on benefits sought horn participationf emerges among 

&st-year University of Calgary students and is this congruent with Church and 
Gillingham' s d y s i s  of benefit dimensions? 

What is the optimal clustering (segmenting) of the bosh class based upon the 

benefit fYPO1og-y developed? 

How can each benefit segment best be d e s c n i  by biographical information, 

motives for participation and perceptions of institutional characteristics? 

Are there important benefitsegment differences / commonalties that can be used 
to inuease the efficieny and effectiveness of the University of Calgary's 
redting pactices? 

An additional question was developed during data analysis: 

5. What generational or cultural differences or expectations exist between b h  and 
The University of Calgary (both institutionally and in terms of faculty) and how 

might these impact recruiting strategies? 

Satisfactory answers were formulated and each question is answered in turn. 

Haboration of Factors Underiying Motives 
The typology of benefits sought for attendance that emerges &om the factor analysis is: 

1. Connection-this faaor reflects participation in order to make new friends and 
expand the respondents' social cirde. 
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Serf-A-mreness-these respondents are interested in more fully exploring 
themselves and perhaps changing their perspective to become more congruent 
with their experiene in the world. 

Adrurtu:ment--this factor is strongly associated with participation for personat 
enhancement or profeascmal advancement+ simple solution to the complex 

employment picture many h h  conbnt. 
Lmming4ese  respondents are engaged in learning f6r the sake of learning 

(pursuing a favoured subject or additional knowledge in general or both) as 
opposed to pursuing a goal orientation. 

Peer Presswe-these respondents are largely reacting to peer pressure to attend 
university. 

This typology is broadly simiIar to that outlined by Church and Gillingham (1988) and 
the r d t s  6rom bhier's EPS (Merriam and Caffarella, 1991). This typology also 
broadly agrees with previous Office of Institutional Analysis (1995) research into what 
motivates University of Calgary students. 

The first motivationd factor (Connection) can be represented as seeking c o ~ d o n  and 

rejecting isolation. The factor loadings are outlined in Table 4.5. This kctor is congruent 

with Bibby and Posterski's (1992) finding that teenagers place a high d u e  on 
relationships, particularly with their peers. Given the period of transition traditional-age 
frosh enter when they start university (eg. many are now legally adults, many Leave 

behind public-schooI peer groups, and some leave home (emotionally, if not physifayr)), 
seeking connection to a new community through social activities is an undemtandable 
reaction. 

The negative loadings of having fun and participating in recreational activities may be 
the result of the commuter nature of The University of Calgary. Most students (and 
certainly almost the entire sample) do not live on campus and many retain at least part 
of their previous peer group into the first year of university. Further, Calgary offers 
signiscant recreational activities, either in the city or in the nearby Rocky Mountains, 
thus students may not be relying on their campus experience to provide fun and 

recreation. This stands in contrast to what the campus experience can provide: 
structured opportunities (via classes, dubs and cabarets) to interact with a pre-culled 



group of peers who may be more desirable than a random sample of people met on the 

street. 

The second motivational factor (Self-Awareness) can be represented by seeking selt- 
awareness and a of self-assurance. The factor loadings ace outlined in Table 

4.6. Those who are highly motivated on this hctor appears to tocus on &-awareness 

with an internal (altering the self) as opposed to external (altering the world) 

con cent ratio^^ The benefits sought fiom university are growth and self-knowledge. 

This factor may represent the process of cognitive development (Perry, 1970) as 

impacted by the social circumstances into which fmsh emerge. The items with positive 

loadings represent a self-development focus based on changing oneself in reaction to 

new information (Perry's ac~~mrnodation). Those motives with negative loadings 

(improving interpersonal skills and the ability to express oneself) are skills used to 

assimilate or manage the external world. The negative loading on 'increase 
understanding' may be another technique used to manage the external world while 
preserving oneself &om change. On the other hand, 'increase understanding' seems to 

positively correlate with 'develop greater p o n d  insight' and learn new things' in the 

duster analysis. This may be an anomalous loading based on the small sample size. 

The third factor (Advancement) can be represented as seeking personal advancement at 

the expense of developing breadth The factor loadings are outlined in Table 4.7. This 
factor presented significant difficulty in interpretation as it seems to have contradictory 

loadings. However; it becomes understandable if those who are highly motivated on this 
fktor focus on material and/or employment advancement. This is contrasted with a 

rejection of depth and f lexi ity which are seen as oppositional to immediate 
achievement. A simpler characterization of this split would be a short- and long-term 

approach. 

The economic insecvity noted by Cote and AUahar (1994); Rifkin (1995) and Reid 

(1996) would create two possible perspeaives on higher education in the fmsh class: (1) 

it provides job-specific training (ernbodied in a credential) that will provide a higher 
standard of living and ~elf-sufficiancy~ a view that is congruent with the historical 
impact of higher education on earnings (Wanner, 1995); and (2) education provides 

depth and flexiiility which also have a positive impact on achievement but requires 

more work and a longer-term penpctive. This duality is congruent with b h  who are 



looking for a simple solution (i.e. get a degree equals get a job) in a context which 

consistently emphasizes the complexity and uncertainty (eg. everyone h o w  an 

unemployed PhD). 

It is also conceivable that dusters will contain both motives that loaded positively and 
negatively on Fador 3 as students attempt to address both their short- and long-term 

advancement needs. 

The soda1 context from which the Busters and Echo Boomers emerge indicated that 

motives in this fitctor (both positively and negatively loaded) would be important 

benefits sought by students Cot6 and AUahar (1994) note that economic insecurity is a 

major theme amongst young Canadians, particularly as the Boomers consolidate their 

hold on jobs and new job creation is concentrated in part-time, service jobs (Gower, 

1990; Rifkin, 1995; Reid, 1996). The overwhelming results in the duster analyses were 

surprising, but it seems unreasonable to chaIk this up to non-response bias (in fact, one 

would expect just the opposite-that those with an intellectual orientation would be 

over-represented) thus this phenomenon appears to have some validity- 

The fourth motivational factor (Learning) can be represented as seeking knowledge and 
exploration while rejecting a speci£ic, employment-related g o d  The factor loadings are 

outlined in Table 4.8. Those who are highly motivated on this factor appear to focus on 

knowledge, either about a favoured subject or new things or both. This is contrasted by 
being interested in q l o r i n g  an employment-dated goal. This Eactor is congruent with 

. the explicit mission of universities (to create and transmit knowledge) and thus would 

be an expected motive of at least some students. 

This factor represents the traditional view of students as well prepared and motivated 

to seek knowledge for its own sake. It may be that students with high scores on this 
factor appear extremely focused and thus generate m y  pressure to capitalize on it by 
attending university. On the other hand, it may be the family pressure that forces 

respondents to focus their interests earlier than their peers. Or it may be that the M y  
or cultural norms of the respondents emphasize leanring as an end in itself, although if 

this is the case then 'being seen as educated' should have loaded on this factor as might 

have 'increasing understanding' and 'developing personal insight!. Finally, it may be that 



respondents misinterpret family support as pressure. It is not possible to determine and 
causal relationship in this research 

Given the fiscal pressures on f h h ,  these motives were expected to load infrequently on 
the duster analysis and showed up in only the third and fourth dusters. This factor may 
be impacted by Pitz and Harrenfs (1990) caveat about determinant variables like fiscal 
motives simply overriding other important (but non-determinant) motives. 

The fifth motivational fartor o(Ie1atiomhips) appears focus to maintaining relationships. 
The hctor loadings are outlined in Table 4-9. This factor is poorly developed and Little 

emphasis should be p l a d  on i t  It was retained because integrating these loadings into 
a four-factor solution proved too difficult to interpret. 

Bibby and Posterski's (1992) findings about the value of friendship to teenagers, 

particulady because of the decline in iduence of the family, make peer pressure an 
understandable reason to attend university although its impact may be negligible. The 
pressure hctor of other researchers tend to be a dipparate category where several 

pressures are lumped together including M y  and employer -related pressure. It seems 

reasonable to assume that b s h  would not have employeerelated pressure. Family 
pressure loaded on factor four. That teacher pressure did not load anywhere and needs 

further research. 

Elaboration of Clusters as Market Segments 
A key purpose of this study was to segment the h h  market to suggest ways in which 
recruiting could be made more effixtive and efficient by addressing common and 
powerfd benefit expectations. The optimal clustering in terms of interpretability and 
utility based on benefits sought from attending university creates four segments, each 

roughly equal in size, and descriptively d e d :  

1. Is the Campus Pub Near the Employment Centre? 
2. Take M y  Wife, Please 
3. The Full Meal Deal 

4. M y  Kids are Going to Queen's 



As noted above, the desire for financial and employment security has proven to be an 

overriding factor and malces it more difficult to tease out the difkrences in each segment. 
The most profitable way to determine the individual charactedics of each cluster is to 

(momentarily) ignore the fwd imperative and look to secondary motives and how these 
might be used to more efktively market The University of Calgary in conjimction with 
the fiscal motivation. 

The first cluster (Is the Campus Pub Near the Employment Centre?) makes up 2l.l per 
cent of the sample (n=17) and members appear to be seeking two main benefits sought 
from attendance (1) employment and financial security and (2) social contact. This may 

be in response to family pressure. Motives are grouped and outlined in Table 5.6. 

Table 5.1 

Motives of Cluster 1 (Is the Campus Pub Near the Employment Centre?) Adjusted 

Variable 

Achieve a higher standard of living 
Expand career opportunities 
University education required for career 

Meet new people 
Expand social cirde 
Have fun 

Family Ressure 

Cumulative percentages may vary due to rounding. 

This segment% motives reflect the complexity of achieving financial and employment 
stability with respondents attempting to get ahead both in traditional ways (i.e. get a 
degree equals get a job) and in non-traditional ways (i-e. develop a varied skiU set that 
can be employed in many dilferent settings). The degree of importance attached to 

achieving a higher standard of living and expanding career opportunities indicates an 
awareness of the increasing stratification and non-traditional opportunities in the job 
market. In this context, family pressure makes sense as parents desire their children to 
attain the same or a higher standard of living as they have. Of lesser importance are the 
soda1 opportunities attending a university provides, particularLy given the selection and 
self-selection mechanisms that restrict entrance into The University of Calgary. This 
creates a large pool of potentid peers that are more desirable than the random sampling 



b s h  might encoculter on the street This indudes a predilection towards higher 
academic ability, similar levels ofmaturityf middle-class values and common interests. 

The limited educational plans past the undergraduate level of this group reinfkce the 

indications of the tactor loading that 6scai security (as opposed to intdechtal 
development) is a key benefit sought- Cot6 and Allahar (1994) note that the education- 

employment connection stiU retains cultural sanction and Wannefs (1995) work outlines 

that, for the role models of this group, that connection is borne out It may also be that 

graduate or prokssional studies are not an option because of the opportunity cost 

Related to this fiscal preoccupation (a trait of each segment), the institutional 

characteristics most important to the clustersf purchase decisions are the mty of 

education (89% 262935%)  and the reputation (72% 2Q-24-24%) of the institution. 

This Likely represents the cost-benefit analysis of attending The University of Calgary 

(i.e- is my education marketable?) and is another commonality in all segments. 

The second duster (Take My Wife, Please) makes up 23.4 per cent of the sample (n=18) 
and membem are seeking solely financial security from attending university. The motives 
driving this duster are grouped and outlined in Table 5.2- Also noted (in the lower part 
of the table) are the we* social motives that showed up. These were the only motives 

that registered lor any duster as notably we& 

Table 5.2 

Motives of Cluster 2 (Take My Wife, Please) Adjusted 

Variables with high importance 

Achieve a higher standard of living 
University education required for career 
Expand career opportunities 
Obtain a degree 

Variables with low importance 

Pressure drom Mends 
Participate in sports 
Participate in recreational activities 
Participate in social activities 

Cumulative percentages may vary due to rounding. 



This segment appears to be sdely driven by the finanad and employment benefits of 
university and fit the stereotype of the commuter student (i.e. go to class and go home). 
This is supported by all measures of institutional characteristics (importance, ideal and 

perceived) being equally distn'buted (i-e. nothing stood out as an important or desirable 
or favorably received characteristic). This focus also explains the lack of desire to 
interact with other students in any campus-based adivities (which remains as the only 

distinguishing characteristic of the group once the fiscal motives are eliminated). 

The third duster ('The Full Meal Deal) makes up 27.3 per cent of the sample (n=LZ) and 
appears to be seeking three main benefits sought from attendance (1) financial security; 
(2) social contact; and (3) intellectual stimuiation. The motives driving this cluster are 

grouped and outlined in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 

Motives of Cluster 3 (The Full Meal Deal) Adjusted 

Variable 

Obtain a degree 
Achieve a higher standard of living 
Expand career Opportunities 
University education required for career 
Become self-sufficient 

Learn about new things 
Increase understanding 
Study favorite subject 

Have fun 
Meet new people 
Expand social cirde 

Cumulative percentages may vary due to rounding. 

Again, the pre-emhence of financial motives rises to the fore. However, this segment 
also highly loads on otha motives that appear to round out the benefit profile. This 
segment most resembles the ideal, well-motivated student who is seeking rnultipie 
benefits from attending university fotusing on self-development, connection and 
advancement. 
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The institutional characteristics rated as most important to this dusters' purchase 
decisions reflect the muitiple goals. They indude the quality of education (90% 20-35- 
35%)' the friendliness of the campus (67% 33-29-5%) and the academic flexibility (72% 

2438-1096) of the institution. 

The fourth duster (My Kids are Going to Queen's) also makes up 27.3 per cent of the 
sample (n=U) and appears to be seeking two main benefits sought from attendance, 
financial security and intdectual stimulation, in an eff'ort to improve social standing. 
The motives driving this cluster are grouped and outlined in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 

Motives of Quster 4 (My Kids are Going to Queen's) Adjisted 

Variable 

Obtain a degree 
University education required for career 
Become seU4cient  
Increase career opportunities 
Achieve a higher standard of living 

Learn about new things 
Increase understanding 
Develop personal insight 

Have hn 

Seen as educated 
Improve self-conEdence 
F-Y pressure 

Cumulative percentages may vary due to rounding. 

The high percentage of respondents planning on pursuing graduate education (and the 
Low percentage seeking a profbssional education, see Tabie 4.14 above) and the 

importance of fiscal motives combined with the loading of family pressure, being seen as 
educated and desiring to improve one's seUs0didence suggests that soda1 mobility may 

be the goal of this group. This group predominantly (21) comes horn schools in parts of 
the city with lower sodo-economic status and is the only one to note the importance of 
cost (76% 104948%) in combination with rating The University of Calgary as 

expensive (62% 2444-24%). Further, the quality of education (95% S24-6776) and the 
reputation of the university (% 24-29-38%) were also rated as important. 



This clustering arrangement was considered optimal for fau reasons. First, it presents a 

M e d e  benefit segmentation based on motives driving Echo Boomers to partiapate in 

higher education. Second, it is a reasonably simple segmentation with a well defined 
motivational profile compensating somewhat for a small sample size. Third, it broadly 
agrees with the gened literature on participation in adult and higher education (Church 
and GiUingham, 1988; Stage and Williaas, 1988; Boshierf 1977; Morstain and Smart, 

1974) and the limited research specific to The University of Calgary (OW, 1995). 
Fourth, it provides common and discrete motives that can be utilized as outlined below. 

Commodtie&Mkences Within Clusters 
Increasing both the effectveness and efficienqr of the mmiting strategies is premised on 

finding commonalties in the various segments; otherwise, trade-offs are necessary: 

hitting a hot-button of one group may have no e W  on another thus necessitating an 

additional and different approach to interest the second segment. As outlined in Table 
5.5, when the entire sample is examined fix the Iargest motivating hctorsf two distinct 

TabIe 5.5 

Motives of Sample With grn Agreement (n=m 

Variable 

Increase career opportunities 
Obtain a degree 
Achieve a higher standard of living 
University education requked for career 
Become self-sufficient 

Increase understanding 
Learn new things 
Meet new people 
Study favorite subject 
Have fun 

- - -  - 

Cumulative percentages may vary due to rounding. 

patterns emerge: (1) respondents overwhehing ate reasons centering on financial and 
employment security as reasons why they chose to attend university; and (2) nearly 80 
per cent of respondents ate social and intellectual benefits as reasons for choosing to 

attend univexsiity. 



In terms of being important to particular dusters, the following motives register as noted 

Achieving a higher standard of living (four dusters) 

Expanding career opptunities (bur clusters) 

University education required fbr career (four dusters) 
obtain degree (thee dusters) 
Have fun (three clusters) 

Becoming d-SUEficient (two dusters) 
Leanring new things (two dusters) 

Increasing understanding (two dusters) 

Meeting new people (two dusters). 

These findings (particularly the hd and social ones) are consistent with the social 

circumstances affecting current and hture b h  classes as discussed in Chapter Two. In 
addition to bringing their non-academic problems to campus, students are bringing their 

non-academic needs with them. This may create cultural connict as students' desires 

and expectations difkr £ram the values of faculty and the mandate, offerings and 
expectations of The University of Calgary. 

The institutional characteristics respondents mast often ate as important are 
reputation (74%) and quality of education (84%). These are consistent with the 

pervasive employment-related motives that drive studenk they are looking for a good 
return (emp10yment-wise) on their investment. 

IMPLICATIONS OF KEY FWDINGS 
The major implication of this study is that it is possrile to increase the efficiency and 

eflktiveness of recruiting strategies by focusing on promoting the specific benefits sought 
from attendance. Howwer, this approach may impact only those students (or types of 

students) who already attend The University of Calgary because the sample does not 

take into account those students who have decided to attend other post-sxondary 

institutions or pursue non-educational options after high-school. Despite this, 
maintaining entobents is an important component of enrollment management in an 

increasingly competitive marketplace. 



A second implication is that there is a cultural disjunction between the institution and 
students. This study documents (albeit weakly) the etfects of the hdamental shift in 
values that has taken place in Canada on collegechoice behavior. The pre-occupation of 

h h  with self-advancement and their savvy as consumers is indicative of the 
contraction of generosity noted in Reid (19%). This stands in contrast with the collegial 
culture documented in Berquist (1992) and the values that predominated during the 
emergence of the Boomersf and the Silent Generation. 

The Way b Their H e m  rsnZ Throogh Their Stomadrs 

The overwhelming importance of achieving and maintaining employment and fiscal 
security to kosh appears to be a key component of understanding and iduencing their 

purchase behavior- However, interpmting this to mean that the university should simply 
sell an education as a way to get a job (e-go "university graduates earn half a million 
dollars more than those who don't") is simplistic and undesirabIe for several reasons: 

0 it fails to consider the other benefits that h h  in segments 1,3 and 4 are seeking 

and the interactional efkcts of each benefit profile; 
it is incongruent with many of the generation- and/or dass-based no- that 
parents of Echo Boomers (a significant source of iduence in the PSDM process) 
may hold about the outcomes of a university education; 
it may not be a field in which the university excels when compared to other forms 

of pt-secondary education (e-g. technical institutes); 
it validates the simplistic approach to measuring educational outcomes 
embodied in Kqr Performance hdicators; 

it violates the collegial nonns of the university and will alienate faculty and, to a 

lesser extent, staff; and 

it contributes to the idea that unbridled self-interest is the cultural ideal. 

However, the commonality of motive does signal that featuring facets of a university 
education that helps students achieve and maintain employment and fiscal security 

would make it an effective reauiting strategy. This couid indude r e h c e s  to key 
competencies in an infi,rmatiOnalizing economy and how a university education can help 
students obtain them as well as specific programs that combat the perception of a 

university degree as primarily theoretical. Recognizing and attending to this need in 
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perspective students will alw allow other motives to emerge as determinant factors in 

institutional choice- 

An important vestion to answer is "Why bother recruiting when Calgary has a virtual 

monopoly on the Calgary market." This is a difficult question as many students haven't 
the financial resources to seriousIy consider other institutions. A number of changes are 
taking place in the recruiting to make this matter more pressing. 

Increasing competition Lw those students who do have options (either through personal 
wealth or sch01arship offers) is the most immediate threat to enrollment at the 
university. Market erosion of high-ability students can d t  in lower quality graduates 

and the perception that The Univ&fy of Calgary is a school of last resort. This will 
contnite to further loss of high-abiiity students and will also make the cart  of out-of- 

market schools appear relatively lower if prospective students and their families 

perceive the qdity of education at The University of Calgary as low. The focus on seff- 

advancement (perhaps self-pmervation is a better term) wiU exacerbate this trend as 
students and their parents become willing to make increasing short-term sacrifices to 

e m  long-term gain. Loans look attractive if the long-term effert is enhanced 
employment prospects. 

The Generation Gap 
There appears to be a significant difference between the desires of kosh and the values 
of the University of Calgary's staff and faculty- This gap can best be understood in 

context of the cultural framework outlined by Berg- (1992, adapted). He notes that 
campuses and personnel subscriibe to one of Corn schools of thought 

1. The collegial culbc+where meaning is found in scholarship and faculty 
governance and where the primary mission is the generation and dissemination of 
knowledge and the development of specific values and +ties of character in 

students who wiU become leaders. 
2. The managerial culture--where meaning is found in organization, implementation 

and evaluation of work and where the primary mission is the inculcation of 
specific knowledge, skills and attitudes in students who will become citizens. 



3. The developmental cuIhut+where meaning is found in Wering petsonal growth 
through service and Self-expIoration and the primary mission is encouraging 

cognitive, affective and behavioral growth among students, staff and faculty. 

4. The negotiating cultwi+-where meaning is Laud in the establishment of 
egalitarian polides and structures duough bargahing and the pnimary mission is 
the establishment of new social attitudes in the kce of replicating Bdsting ones. 

Frosh, in keeping with the ethos in which they were raised and the world in which they 
must cope, dearly expect The University of Calgary to pdmarity reflect the managerial 
culture where ?hey will develop appropriate employment skilIs necessary to become 

responsiile and successful citizens. This is in direct conflict with the collegial culture 

that dominates the university, in part due to the generational gap between faculty and 
staff and studem and in part because of the subgegment of the Silent and Boomer 
generations who are drawn to working in higher education. 

The collegial dture, dominating academic structures and functioning (and generally in 
opposition to the managerial culture), emphasizes the pursuit of knowledge for its own 
sake and the discomfort that faculty express when students are referred to a consumers 
reflects collegial values. Frustration with the academic d h u e  often generates the 

developmental culture while hvstrntion with the managerial culture leads to the mation 
of a negotiating culture. Bergpist's most insightful comment is that connicting cultures 

(and their norms and goals) within an institution is often the source of signiscant angst 
and difficulty. Being all things to all people leads to resistance and paralysis. 

The forces affeding The University of Calgary, brought to a head by the imposition of a 

managerial d t u r e  on the institution by both the provincial government and, perhaps, 
the expectations of students. has created resistance and confusion as proponents from 
each culture vie fot scarce resources and position within a system approaching a 

bifurcation point (Capa, 1996) 

It is important to resolve this conflict before making decisions dkting recruiting. 
Recruiting strategies hinge upon the institutional image that is to be cultivated. If an 
institution decides it will be indisputably recognized for academic excellence, then the 
recruiting methods need to reflect the desire to attract the best at the expense of serving 

the needs of lower ability students in the community. 



Wtutional image should in part reflect the values of the participants. However, this 

decision also needs to be made within the context of the institution's current image 
because it is far easier to mhfbcce an institution's current image thw it is to change that 

image (Trout and Rivkin, 19%). It is tar easier to rehbrce your view that Rice-a-roni is 
the San Francisco Treat than The Choice of a New Generation, not only because Rice-a- 
roni already occupies the San-Fran-Treat position in your mind but also because 

Pepsi is currently the pmduct occupying The-choice-of-a-New-Generation position. 

From a marketing perspective, if an existing institutional image c0ntr;rdicts an 
institutional culture, it is likely easier to change the culture than the perception: faculty 

can be replaced over a few years while perceptions linger hx generationsRS If current h h  
view higher education as a way to maintain their economic position. it is likely that The 
University of Calgary holds this position (e.g. a job training centre) in the community as 
those who wanted a fbmsed and exclusively academic education would self-select to 

another institution. It may then be easier to reinforce this perception than attempt to 

change it: there is no shame in being the Canadian equivaIent of a state school whose 
primary motive is to provide education to the local population, the traditional role of a 
regional university. 

SAMPLING LIMITATIONS 
As noted in Chapter Four, the response rate of 26% (n=78) is generally unacceptable in 
educational research and introduces the specter of significant non-response error. 
However, T d  and Hawkins (1987) cite analyses of 182 commercial telephone surveys 
involving over one million respondents w h e  the median response rate was 30 per cent. 
They go on to note that mail-based surveys have a responserate of around 23 per cent 

at four weeks. 

Low response rates do not necessarily predude valid results. Representativeness of the 
sample can be imputed based on similarities between the sample and the population 
based upon relevant characteristics (see Tables 4-13). 

The population parameters limit the generalizability of the conclusions. Segmentation 
wiU only reflect the motives of those students who have already chosen to attend The 
University of Calgary: no information about prospective students who chose not to 



come is available. While the study can refine and economize current recruiting efforts, it 

provides little guidance if expanding the applicant pool is necessary (ego it may be that 
we currently draw all students fkm a particular segment already so enhancing 
marketing to this group will not yield any increase in applicants). If expamion of the 
applicant pool (or certain segments of the pool) is desired, it is nffessary to determine 

what, if any, diffilerences exist. 

Further, the sampIe, limited by selection criteria, is almost completely composed of 

traditional-aged frosh. Although the motives of adult students may be similar to those 

of traditional7aged students, a cornpatison of the literature suggest they differ somewhat 

(OLA, 1995; Church and Gillingham, 1988; Stage and Williams, 1988; Boshier, 1977; 
Morstain and Smart, 1974). 

METHODOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS 
Perhaps the most obvious methodological limitation is the use of parametric tests on 

ordinal data. The parametricist school of thought states data dredging may result in 

false results (see Chapter Three). However, the interval-like nature of semantic- 

differential data and the reliance of factor and duster data solely on the interpretability 
of the resuIts for miidity minimizes these concerns. The resulting data is valuable enough 
to justify using inappropriate statistical tests if, indeed, they are inappropriate at all 
(see Lorn, 1983). 

Of concern in ex post j k t o  research is the blurring of memory. Most respondents will have 
started this process more than one year previous and their reasons for attendance may 
have changed during (and because of) the post-secondary derision-making process. This 
may also affect the weightings students give to institutional characteristics (Gilmour et 
al., 1981). Day (1972) notes that attrihte labels have ditferent meanings and 
importance weights at difkent stages of the purchase process- For example, tuition 
level is first a fixtor in deciding whether a post-secondary institution should even be 
included in the choice set. Later on, there is the issue of the added value of various other 
institutional attniites. Finally, buyer regret may positively bias responden*, answers as 
they attempt to cope with dissonance. 

Given time and funding constraints, little can be done. Surveying in October represents a 

necessary compromise: respondents must have adequate experience on campus to 



realistically evaluate its attn'butes; however, this experience will necessarily impact their 

beliefs about importance. Sweying early in the year will hopetully minimize this. 

Day raises several other difficult questions, including the assumption that respondents 
h o w  why they chose one product over another and that they can quickly reconstruct 

what may have been an originally ambigu- or irrational d d o n .  However, 
respondents may still give answers to detailed judgment ~uestions because they are 
unwilling to admit (to r e s e h e r s  and/or themselves) having acted irrationally. Related 
to this is that even when consumers know their masons, there is a strong tendency to 
give sucidy acceptable or function-oriented answers to appear highly rational (Engel et 

al., 1995). These sources of error appears unavoidable but may be minimized by 
structuring the questionnaire so that there is no obvious place fbr respondents to present 
falsely rational answers and providing a broad selection of reasons for attendance. 

Finally, ideal-point, multi-attnite p r e h c e  models are premised on consumers 

attempting to maximize their utility (i.e. trading off attributes to realize the best 
combination) and this may ignore the presence of determinant variables. Pitz and 
Harren (1990) and Chapman (1986) argue that inclusion of an option in the choice set 

suggests that the option is at least minimally acceptable. However, given the nature of 
regional universities (i.e. The University of Calgary may be students' only choice) this is 

not necessarily the case, as was noted by three respondents on their questionnaires. The 
expansion of post-secondary opportunities in Calgary and changes in how p t -  
secondary is dued weaken the regional-univetsity argument, 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
It is necessary to validate this motivational tVpo10gy and segmenting on (1) current 

students (inciuding non-traditional students), (2) potential students, and (3) over time if 

it is to be useful in a practical sense. Making recruiting choices based on a small sample 
isolated in time does not seem prudent. However. the broad agreement between this 
study and the general and specific literature related to participation does suggest that 

there is some validity. If this study is valid, it points to a powerful motive (self- 
advancement) that can be tapped to increase the efficiency and effediveness of 
recruiting assuming it meets the larger image go& of the institution. 



If this typology and segmentation can be validated and approved for usage, it is 

necessary to determine M v e  ways in which to implement the results. This wodd 
LikeIy require a qualitative approach using both potential students and campus 
stakeholders to determine which thanes and images best attract students to an accurate 

and a e l e  representation of the university. 

Tangentially, m a r c h  on the culturaf and generation characteristics that appear to 
separate the consumers and providers of higher education will lead to understanding 
and possl'ble acco~~l~l~odation of these diffierences as the university competes for 
students in the marketplace. 

SUMMARY 

This thesis expIored the motivational typology which underlies kt-year University of 
Calgary studentsF reasons Tw attending university. Subseqyently, it mated a benefit 

segmentation moda based upon motives for participation Both the fYPOIogy and the 

segmentation broadly agree with the literature on participation in adult and higher 
education. 

Of note was the tremendous influence the desire for financial and employment security 
has over bsh. This is consistent with the social context b h  have grown up in and 
with the trends that have changed the fundamental norms of Canadian society. This 
self-interested approach to higher education may conflict with the values of the staf f  

and faculty at The University of Calgary, repr~senting a fundamental stumbling Mode to 

utilizing this motive in recruiting students. 

Significant choices about institutional mission, image and position need to be made 

before further cec~rnmendations can be made for recruiting strategies. Further, the results 
of this study should be validated with these frosh, with subsequent b h  classes over 

timeF and with this and other student populations prior to acceptance. 



APPENDIX ONE 

SURVEYINSTRUMENT 



THE UNIVERSrrV OF 

CALGARY 
OFFICE of Wte ASSOCIATE VICEPRESIOEM 

(STUDENT AFFAIRS) 

Dear first-year student, 

Welcome to The University of Calgary! 

Within the next week, you (along with 300 other first-year students) will receive a package from me 
containing a survey. We're interested in why you've chosen to attend the LJ of C and how you feel 
about the campus, We think you've made a good choice and your answers to the survey questions 
will give us a better idea of why. This means we can provide better and more useful information to 
next year's prospective students 

The information you provide will also form the basis of my Master's thesis- 

Your participation is entirely voluntary and if you choose not to partiapate, simply dispose of the 
survey. There is no penalty Qr not partiapating. 

When you receive the questionnaire next week, flip through it and see if it is interesting; it takes 
about 15 minutes to fill it out, Your responses will remain anonymous throughout the study and 
returned surveys will be destroyed upon completion of this study, 

if you have questions, please feel lree to contact me at 438-319l at any time- Good luck in your first 
year and I'm looking fonvard to reading your cepnses.  

Sincerely, 

Bob Barnetson 
Program Assistant 

2500 Unhrersity D m  N.W. Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 1 N4 
Tekghane: (403) 220-041 4 €mail: ~ @ a c s . m a l g m y c a  



THE UNIVHSiTY OF 

CALGARY 

Dear first-year student, 

Why did you ch- to attend The University of Calgary? What sort of things made the U of C 
attractive to you? And how does the U of C compare to your idea of an ideal univemity? 

The University of Calgary is very interested in your answers to these questions, RE survey that 
follows is part of a 3(Mhstudent research project ewmining why students chocxie to attend The 
University of CaIgaty and will be used to help guide some of the major changes the university is 
undergoing- The information you provide will also form the basis of my Master's thesis 

Students who have completed this survey in the past have amunented that they enjoyed the 
chance to think about how they dose a univecsity and bring the process to a dose. 

If you wish to take part in this study, there are three things you must do- 

1. Detach this page a d  keep it for your mxorda Contact phone numbers are listed on the 
mveme if you have questions at any time- 

2. Complete the survey that forms the bulk of this booklet and seal it in its r e t u m  envelope. 

3. Place the survey in the mail. 

F i l h g  out this survey will take approximately 15 minutes. Your tesporws will remain anonymous 
throughout the study and returned surveys will be destroyed u p  completion of this study. 

Your participation is entirely voluntary and if you choose not to partiapate, simply dispclse of the 
enclosed material- There is no penalty for not participating- 

By rehvning this questionnaire, you are agreeing to two things 

I. I have been informed of the nature of this research project on the teasons students choose to 
attend The University of Calgary. I have voluntarily chosen to partiapate, am aware that 
my anonymity i s  guaranteed and that my responses will remain confidential. 

2 I understand that cotnpleting the questionnaire will require approximately 15 minutes and 
that on- I have completed and mailed the survey, my rde in the project is at an end, 



[f you haw quations M wish more information about this study, you may contact the fdowing 
peopl= 

Bob Barnetsar 
The University of Calgary 
Graduate Division of Educational Research 
Phone: 43S3191 (home) 
Em& barne~~adfa.gmcc.ab.ca 

Thesis supervisor: Dr.. Alice Boberg 
The University of Calgary 
Graduate Division of Educational Research 
Phone: 22(F5675 

Dr. U Pyryt, Chair 
Education Joint Research Ethics Committee 
Phone: 2203626 

Karen McDennid 
The University of Calgary 
Office of the VicP.PmfeSIdent Research 
Phone: 22&3381 

Thank you for your ansideration; please amplde and return & survey no later than 20 October 
19%. 

Bob Barnetson 
Prqgram Assistant 



THE UNIVERSITV OF 

CALGARY 

This study is &signed to give The University of Cdgary greater insight inm why students cfioarre to F a university 
education and WhBL im!icutiOnal Cfianrtaish'cs stdents plaa tht mast value on 

There are three puts to this survey: (I)  a asking you to wvi& us with som tmckgmd information about 
yowself; (2) a asking you to rate tk impxmce afa variety of masans for anaKling university; and 0) a sedan 
asking you to amplete a number d me;wtres dedgmd to rate The University of Calgary. 

[t should take you abut 15 minutes to complete the -0anaire. If any insauctians are uncles, please coatact Bob 
Barmcson at n23I-0414 f" darificalMR 

Please indicate II levels d education anained by your by pladng a 
c k k  marlc in aeb devmt box. 



U travelling 
0 abcr(plean0pdfy): 

6. Raise iadicate .Il of the educational Qedenfials you &re m obtain within thc 
next 10 years by p k n g  in a c b  of the devant boxes 

8. Please place a check mark in the box that indicates the faculty you are cunently 
enrolled in- 

9. In what W f i d d  do you antidpate getting your bacbeior's degree? 

THANK YOU 

Please prooeed to the next section. 



CmK)SIWeTOAllEHDAUW(VERSCTY 

Thc fdlowing questions foeus on why you ehor to pnar a university dudar 
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The influence of wanting to lcllnr .bort rcr was 

exltemely-l u ~ u u a n u  -Ytsnn, 

The influenoe ot wanting to wr popk was 

e-ydI nuannun -Ytsnrt 

The influence of wanting to Lse f i i  was 

t!xmmelySrmtlI cmaooon -Yw 

The influence of wanting to b m 6 d e m t  to go was 

extmwysnalI noolooau -Y- 

The influence of wanting to m y w  sH- was 

~ m y s m t r l ~  URUCIQUR endnmlsl~li~ge 

The idhence of wanting to pr(kip.0t h qmds was 

THANK YOU 

Please proceed to the next section. 

The following questions focus on institutional characteristics: which you thought were important. what an ideal univer- 
sity would look like. and how you viewed The University of Calgary 

Each set of questions is slightly dikrent  The first set asks you how important v m i  fadocs were in your decision 
which university to attend, The second set & you to rank m ideal university on a series cf cilaracleristics. And the 
&ird set asks you to rate The University of Calgary m those same uiteria 

This s a y  is interested in your thoughts when you were -ng the decision where to attend 
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THE UNlVEQSrrY OF 

CALGARY 
OFICE of the ASSOCIATE VICE-PRESIDENT 

(STUDENT AFFAIFIS) 

Dear first-year student, 

I hope your first month at The University of Calgary has gone well and you*re enjoying yourself- 

Last week, you should have received a survey asking you about why you chose to attend the U of 
C and how you would rate it. Those of yau who have completed and retumed the questionnaire, 
I'd like to thank you for your time; your answers will affect how we portray the university to this 
year's grade-twelve students and the information we provide them. If you have any questions 
about this dudy, please contad me at 438-3191 at your convenience. 

If you haven't had a chance to fill out the quesh'-onnaire yet, this letter is  simply a reminder. We're 
very interested in what motivated you to attend the U of C and what you think about it now. This is 
a chance to let the university know what you think and your responses are entirely confidential. 

If you've misplaced your questionnaire, please contact me at 43S3191 and I l l  arrange for another 
copy to be sent to you. However, your partidpation is entirely voluntary and if you choose not to 
participate, simply dispose of the survey. There is no  penalty for not participating- 

Good Iuck in your first year; I'm laking forward to reading your responses 

Bob Barnetson 
Program Assistant 

2500 UnhmMy D m  N.W- Calgary. Uberla, Canada T2N 1 N4 
Telephone: (403) 220-0414 €md: ~ 0 a c s . u c a g a s y . c a  
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